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ABSTRACT 

Recently, researchers have developed computer-based collaborative drawing tools, which 

make it possible for multiple users to concurrently share an electronic drawing area. This 

research focuses on how these tools impact group process and outcomes. Specifically, 

two laboratory experiments, which differed primarily in the type of task the group 

performed, were conducted to compare the interaction and performance of small (three

person) groups using either a whiteboard or one of two collaborative drawing tools 

(CDTs). 

Group process was studied in terms of how the members worked together: either 

by multiple participants drawing and speaking simultaneously (interactive mode), by only 

one person drawing at a time (scribe mode), or by all members drawing without verbally 

interacting (parallel mode). The equality of participation among group members was 

another component of group process that was studied. Time and solution qualit} served 

as outcome measures of group performance. 

Results from the two experiments showed that whiteboard groups worked in scribe 

mode a significantly greater proportion of the time than did CDT groups, while CDT 

groups tended to work more interactively or in parallel. There was also evidence that at 

one of the CDTs, a "sketching tool" with a very simple interface, resulted in more even 

drawing participation among group members. Also, for these experimental tasks, 

completion times for CDT groups were significantly longer than for whiteboard groups. 
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There are at least three possible reasons that CDT groups took more time to 

complete the tasks: 1) the mechanics of drawing take longer with a CDT, 2) 

communication is less effective, 3) CDT groups utilize the modes of work ineffectively. 

It also appears that CDTs not only enabled parallel work, but actually suggested it. CDT 

group members seemed to be drawn into working on their own, with much longer 

periods of silence than whiteboard groups experienced. CDTs may make it harder for 

group members to remain aware of other group members' activities, as they become 

focused on their own display and do not perceive the drawing and other non-verbal 

communication of the other group members. 
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1.0 INTRODUCTION 

When people need to share information, they may do so in a number of different 

ways. Much of the time, verbal communications (oral or written) may suffice. However, 

there are many cases when communication takes place through the process of drawing 

or sketching. For example, the use of a whiteboard or piece of paper to share 

information and ideas graphically is common, particularly for systems analysis and design 

tasks. Once a drawing has been started by one individual, it may become an integral part 

of the discussion as others add to it or gesture toward parts of it. 

Current research in the area of computer-supported cooperative work (CSCW) 

emphasizes the support of verbal (either written or spoken) communication. Electronic 

mail and conferencing systems allow people who are either geographically or temporally 

dispersed to share textual information. Group support systems (GSS) are also primarily, 

if not exclusively, text based. However, the Ubiquitousness of drawing as part of many 

collaborative efforts provides a strong motivation to understand how we might also 

provide computer support for this form of communication. This research is intended to 

develop that understanding. 

For the purposes of this research, drawing is considered to include the use of any 

written marks (e.g. lines, circles, arrows, etc.) and/or text (e.g. labels, lists, comments), 

as long as the text is not arranged solely in a linear fashion. Examples of the physical 

artifacts created by drawing could range from formal, structured diagrams, such as data 
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flow diagrams, flowcharts, and architectural and engineering designs, to back-of-the-

napkin, infonnat types of sketches. The process of collaborative drawing, as it will be 

called here, includes not just the physical marks used to create a drawing artifact, but 

also the verbal and nonverbal communications used by a group of people while jointly 

working on a task. 

Despite its common use, drawing is a phenomenon that is not well researched. 

There is a large amount of research on how completed graphics (pictures, diagrams, etc.) 

convey information; however, what is of interest here is the process of collaborative 

drawing, rather than the impacts of an already completed artifact. 

Recently, researchers have developed collaborative drawing tools - tools that 

allow multiple users to interactively communicate with graphics (Tang and Minneman, 

1991, 1990, Minneman and Bly, 1991, Bly, 1988, Greenberg, et al., 1992, Ishii and 

Miyake, 1991). Most of this technology is based on the premise that workers 

collaborating on some task (typically a design task) may need to share some ad hoc 

drawings. In order to do this, technology is used to create a shared workspace, where 

participants can see and contribute to each other's work. At this point, the technology is 

still relatively new, and little is known about the impacts of the tools. 

1.1 Purpose of the Research 

The purpose of the research in this dissertation is to address the general question: 
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How do collaborative drawing tools impact the process of creating and using drawings 

in face-to-face groups? 

Because there is little existing theory to build on, much of this research was 

approached as exploratory, descriptive research. To answer the above question, two 

laboratory experiments were performed. The experiments included two different 

collaborative drawing tools (CDTs), as well as conventional drawing technology 

(whiteboard and markers). Three-person groups were used in both experiments. In 

Experiment One, the groups were required to complete a diagram, based on information 

distributed to the group members. In Experiment Two, the groups worked together on 

a problem in which drawing was helpful in solving the problem. 

Two outcome measures were used, consisting of the time to complete the task and 

the quality of the solution - measures commonly used in group support systems research. 

In addition, videotape was used to provide a more in-depth analysis of how the group 

worked together. One of the specific process variables measured was the equality of 

group participation. Because CDTs are designed to allow multiple people to draw 

simultaneously, their use may lead to more even participation among participants and less 

domination by a single person. However, rather than simply count the number of 

comments by each participant, or ask the participants' perceptions of participation, a 

more fme-grained analysis was completed that included both verbal and drawing 

participation. Another measured process variable was concerned with how the groups 
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worked together. Early pilots, as well as existing literature, showed that groups tended 

to draw in one of three general modes (Wolf, Rhyne, and Briggs, 1992). Observations 

were made of the amount of time participants spent drawing in each of these one of the 

following modes: 

1) parallel- members each draw independently of the others, working on their own part 

of the drawing. 

2) interactively - members coordinate their drawing efforts with one or both of the other 

members, at times adding to and changing what the others are drawing. 

3) scribe - one member draws, while the others participate primarily through verbal 

means. 

When group members work in parallel, they are able to each contribute to the task 

simultaneously. For some tasks, this may result in faster task completion times. When 

working interactively or in scribe mode, the group members may experience a synergy 

that results from sharing ideas and infonnation with others. However, the two modes 

differ in that the scribe mode requires that all graphical infonnation be funneled, and 

perhaps fIltered, through the scribe. Therefore, the amount of time a group spends 

working in each mode not only deflnes, to some degree, the nature of the group process, 

but may also impact group outcomes. 
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1.2 Scope of the Research 

This research only considered collaborative drawing in face-to-face groups, even 

though many CDTs are designed with distributed groups in mind. Because of the lack 

of any general theory of collaborative drawing, it was deemed important to include a 

conventional drawing method as a baseline for comparison, which of course means the 

group must meet face-to-face. In order to keep the technology-supported groups in as 

similar conditions as possible, they also met face-to-face. 

1.3 Importance of the Research 

This research provides a much-needed empirical view of the impacts of CDTs, 

providing evidence for their usefulness in their current state, and a basis for further tool 

development. It is one of very few studies of the process of drawing in a group, and it 

may serve as a foundation for other studies of drawing activity. One of the implicit goals 

of CSCW research is to enhance communication among collaborators. If we are to realize 

this goal, we must understand all aspects of communication, including drawing. 

Specifically, this research is important because: 

1) It provides insight into tool features and functions that may create more useful CDTs. 

Tool features may result in some effect, which may in tum result in a measurable benefit 

to the group. 
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2) It provides evidence for the types of tasks that may be more suited to the use of 

particular shared drawing tools. For example, for collaborative efforts within the systems 

development life cycle, some tools may be more appropriate than others, depending on 

the amount of parallel activity required of the drawing task. 

3) It helps us to better understand the role of drawing as it relates to other verbal and 

nonverbal communication activities. This provides insight into how we might better 

support drawing as an important part of collaborative work. A lack of understanding of 

group behavior is posited to be one reason groupware has not been as successful as it 

might be (Grudin, 1989). Understanding group drawing is particulary significant to 

researchers in MIS, because drawing plays an important role in such tasks as analysis and 

design. 

1.4 Organization of the Dissertation 

Following this introductory chapter, Chapter 2 presents a review of relevant 

literature. Investigations related to the value of graphics for communication and learning 

is reviewed, along with early studies on collaborative drawing tools. Chapter 3 presents 

a research model germane to research on CDTs, and then uses the model to present 

several propositions. Chapter 4 describes the research design intended to test the 

propositions, followed by the results in Chapter 5. Chapter 6 discusses the results in 

greater detail, with a focus on explaining and interpreting the findings. Chapter 7 closes 
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the dissertation by discussing the limitations of the study, along with suggestions for 

future research. 
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2.0 UTERATURE REVIEW 

As noted earlier, there is no large body of research dedicated to the study of 

drawing as a collaborative activity. There are, though, several areas of research which, 

taken together, provide a starting place for research on collaborative drawing. One 

related area of research is concerned with the study of the effectiveness of graphics as 

a way of communicating infonnation. This research, which comes to us both from 

cognitive and educational psychology, presents explanations for why graphics may be 

useful for conveying infonnation and presents empirical evidence to support such claims. 

Another area of research that is related to collaborative drawing comes from the 

study of communication. If we are to study drawing as a communicative activity, it is 

important to understand something about how groups communicate. A third body of 

research included in discussions here is research concerned with the impacts of group 

support systems (GSS). Although GSS research has been concerned primarily with the 

communication of textual infonnation, there are a number of things that have been 

learned which help direct the research on collaborative drawing. Finally, there is the 

research on shared drawing tools, which, although limited primarily to descriptions of 

tools at this time, still provides useful insight into the study of collaborative drawing 

tools. 

All of the above research is drawn upon to present a more complete picture of the 

issues surrounding collaborative drawing. In order to set the general boundaries of this 
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research, Section 2.1 offers a defInition of collaborative drawing. Section 2.2 presents 

evidence on the usefulness of drawing. Following that, attention is turned to studies of 

collaborative drawing in Section 2.3. The published research on collaborative tool 

development is reviewed in Section 2.4, followed by a discussion of some of the research 

related to group processes and outcomes in Section 2.5. Section 2.6 summarizes the 

literature review. 

2.1 A DefInition of Collaborative Drawing 

The term "collaborative drawing" will be defmed here in two parts. First, 

drawing will be defmed in terms of its product - graphic representations. After that, the 

notion of collaborative drawing will be further explored. 

2.1.1 Drawing and Graphics 

Drawing, quite simply, is the process of creating graphical representations. 

However, this defmition does not suffice unless the term "graphical representation" is 

also defmed. This, unfortunately, is not so simple. 

The MIS and computer science literature, particularly that literature dealing with 

issues of user interfaces, uses the terms "text" and "graphics" as if they are two entirely 

different forms of communication. It is easy to forget, however, that written language 

(text) developed from simple sketches (Molitor, et aI., 1989), and text and graphics can 
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simply be viewed as different points on a continuum of visual communication. As the use 

of written language has evolved, it has become so codified that its symbols (letters, 

numbers, punctuation) combine in a way that actually embody natural language - it is the 

visual equivalent of the spoken word. Graphics, on the other hand, are usually considered 

to be any other written communication that include something other than text. This of 

course encompasses a great many different types of representations. 

Most graphics can be categorized into those developed for purposes of illustration, 

and those developed for purposes of visualization (Molitor, et al., 1989). Illustrations 

correspond, to varying degrees, to visual reality. They include such things as 

photographs and drawings that capture some visual aspects of an object or scene. 

Visualizations show some underlying structures and relationships that are not normally 

perceptible. Examples of visualizations include diagrams (flow charts, hierarchy and 

network diagrams, etc.), and graphs (pie charts, line graphs, etc.). 

Wino (1987) suggested a continuum of written communications, based on the 

degree of visual reality reflected in the representation. Because its visual form is in no 

way associated with its meaning, text is at one end of the continuum. Text relies on the 

use of symbols (words and letters) to convey meaning; it is visually abstract. At the other 

end of the continuum are such things as photographs and "pictures" (Le. realistic 

drawings, illustrations, etc.). Their meaning is completely dependent on their visual 

form; they are visually graphic. Somewhere in the middle are graphs and diagrams. 

Graphs and diagrams, like text, are somewhat abstract representations. They differ from 
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text in that they use space to show the relationships between entities. Graphs use space 

to illustrate the relationships between variables, while diagrams use space to show 

relationships, processes, and structures. The continuum (see Figure 1), then, is defmed 

by the degree to which the representations use abstract symbols or space to convey 

meaning. It should be noted, however, that many graphical representations still utilize 

text to help explain them. Pictures are many times accompanied with captions, and it is 

very common for graphs and diagrams to include textual labels as part of the 

representation. 

Ptaln Structured 
Text Text 

Table II Diagram 
(hIerarchy 
chart) 

Graph 
(lIne 
graph) (prose) (ouHlne) 

Figure 2.1: Continuum of Graphics 

Picture 
(photo, 
drawing) 

What is usually considered to be "graphics" are those representations 

that fall to the right of the double vertical line, and all but photographs can be created 

through the process of drawing. Drawing may include the use of text, but what 

differentiates graphics from pure text (and therefore drawing from writing) is how 

graphics use space to convey meaning. Therefore, a definition of a graphical 



representation for the purposes of this research is: 

Any artifact that uses the non-linear placement of visible marks, including text, to 

convey meaning. 

2.1.2 Collaborative Drawing 
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Collaborative drawing takes place when two or more people participate in 

creating shared graphical representations. This could include a range of activities, but 

what is important is the tenn "shared graphical representations." The graphical 

representations must be "shared" in the sense that the group members must all be able 

to see them, and have the opportunity to participate in their creation. Most obviously, 

this includes instances when each group member actively contributes (by actually 

drawing) to a single, shared graphical representation. Collaborative drawing also 

includes instances where group members create their own, initially private 

representations, and then share them with the other members of the group. It may 

take place, for example, when a group decides to divide up a diagramming task, and 

give portions of it to each member. However, if the private representations are not 

shared with other group members, this activity would not be considered part of 

collaborative drawing. Collaborative drawing may occur even when the graphical 

representation is created by a single person, as long as other group members can see 

what is being created and can participate through verbal means. 
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2.1.3 Uses of Collaborative Drawing 

Collaborative drawing may obviously be used in meetings where the expressed 

purpose of the meeting is to create a formal diagram of some sort. However, it may 

occur even more frequently in those situations where it is used as a way for the group 

members to share information and ideas. Collaborative drawing, as it is defIned here, 

includes not only the process of creating formal diagrams in a group, but also the 

informal uses of drawing in a group. Whiteboards, flip chart paper, and other publicly 

viewable drawing surfaces are frequently used for drawing in meetings, with little or 

no intent to save the graphical representations created - they are simply used to 

enhance communication. This dissertation research is intended to include collaborative 

drawing for the expressed purpose of creating diagrams, as well as that which may 

occur "naturally" as a way to enhance group communication. 

Unfortunately, we have little more than intuition to tell us that collaborative 

drawing is useful at times. There is, though, a large body of research that validates 

the usefulness of graphics for conveying information. This research provides support 

for the notion that drawing, because it results in graphical representations, is a 

phenomenon worthy of study. 

2.2 The Impacts of Graphics 

There are basically two types of research concerned with the impacts of 

graphics. The flrst of these is based primarily in cognitive psychology, where 



researchers have developed theories of "cognitive architectures" in order to help 

understand how the human mind works. The second area of research is concerned 

with the impact of graphics on learning. 

2.2.1 Cognitive Theories 
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There are a number of cognitive architecture theories, but at least one of them, 

Paivio's dual-code theory (paivio, 1971, 1983; Paivio and Csapo, 1973), is concerned 

with the processing of graphical information. In dual-code theory, the imaginal 

subsystem (that concerned with the processing of graphics) is functionally and 

structurally distinct from the linguistic subsystem. These separate subsystems interact, 

so that particular items can be retrieved from either form of memory representation. 

While research on cognitive theories is far from conclusive (cf. Anderson and Bower, 

1973; Kosslyn, 1980; Paivio and Csapo, 1973; Pylyshyn, 1981), the implications of 

this model are that graphic communications may tap into cognitive process not easily 

available when verbal communication is used alone. Because of those additional 

processes, graphic communications offer the potential for enhancing comprehension 

and recall, and therefore the communication itself. 

2.2.2 Graphics and Learning 

The research on graphics and learning, which comes to us from investigations 

done in the fields of education and educational psychology, is also concerned with 



what makes graphics useful. However, this research is less focused on the 

characteristics of the mind, and more focused on the characteristics of the graphics 

themselves. 
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Graphics can serve a number of different functions, including the 

representation, organization, interpretation, and transformation of verbal materials 

(Levin, et al., 1987). They may simplify the complex or make the abstract more 

concrete (Winn, 1987). To make the abstract more concrete, graphics rely on the use 

of space to convey meaning (Winn, 1987). The use of space allows one to more 

easily see the "big picture," and may allow one to simultaneously, rather than 

serially, process information (Das, Kirby, and Jarman, 1979). 

Empirical research on graphics and learning has generally shown that graphics 

have a positive effect on learning (Levie and Lentz, 1982; Levin, et al., 1987), and 

that the degree of complexity of the graphic interacts with the cognitive abilities of the 

learner (Dwyer, 1978, Winn, 1987). Levin, et al. (1987), conducted a meta-analysis 

of the "pictures in prose" research. Their meta-analysis included only those studies 

that tested the ability of people to remember information presented in prose passages. 

No other measure of learning was used (e.g. the ability to complete a task, etc.). 

Studies that presented the verbal material to the subjects either in oral or written form 

were included. The authors concluded that adding pictures to text can significantly 

improve learning. 

Similar conclusions were reached in the meta-analysis and review peIformed 
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by Levie and Lentz (1982). Of 46 studies comparing text-only to text illustrated with 

representational pictures, 85 % showed a significant advantage for the illustrated text, 

and in no case was the text-only condition better. Levin and Lesgold (1978) reviewed 

a number of studies investigating the effects of hearing oral prose accompanied by 

pictures. They also found overwhelming support for the positive effects of pictures. 

In addition to including graphics along with text in order to enhance learning, 

graphical representations of text have also been found to increase learning. Through a 

number of similar techniques (Armbruster and Anderson, 1984; Breuker, 1984) 

commonly referred to as spatial learning strategies, diagrams are used to nonlinearly 

represent the relationships among the major topics of a text. The basic idea behind 

these techniques is to create an abstract macrostructure of the text (Holley and 

Dansereau, 1984). Students are actually trained in one of the techniques so that they 

construct their own diagrams while reading a piece of text. 

Generally, empirical work into the various spatial learning strategies has 

shown positive results (Armbruster and Anderson, 1984; Holley and Dansereau, 

1984; Vaughan, 1984). Also, the research points out that the process of creating the 

graphic, not just the resulting artifact, can be an important aid to learning (Winn, 

1987). 

All of the above conclusions, however, must be tempered with the knowledge 

that they are the result of studying graphics, and not collaborative drawing. 

Collaborative drawing is the act of creating graphics in a group, and includes the 
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communication necessary to do so. The graphics research discussed above assumes 

that one or more people are presented with a graphic that is already complete, or that 

they will complete for their own use (i.e. spatial learning strategy). No investigations 

about how people might construct a graphic either as the objective of a meeting, or to 

enhance ongoing communications, are included in the above research. 

2.3 Observations of Collaborative Drawing 

2.3.1 Use of Drawing Space 

There are very few studies dealing with drawing as a collaborative activity, but 

the fmdings of these studies are fairly consistent. In each of the three published 

studies, groups were observed using a shared workspace, such as a large sheet of 

paper or a whiteboard (Bly, 1988; Suchman, 1988; Tang, 1991). The most important 

fmding of this research is that the process of creating and using drawings is often 

more important than the resultant artifact. 

Tang and Leifer identify the "conventional view" of workspace activity that 

assumes the drawing surface is "primarily a medium for storing information and 

conveying ideas through listing text and graphics" (Tang and Leifer, 1988 p247). This 

conventional view of workspace use concentrates on the drawing surface as a medium 

for documention. However, in their study of group workspace activity, only one third 

of all activities could be categorized as part of this set of activities. The drawing 



surface was also used to develop ideas, and to mediate interaction among the group 

members - activities that are not directly reflected in the fmal artifact. 
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In order to develop ideas, participants may use some portion of the drawing 

surface privately, and then share the drawing with others later (Bly, 1988; Suchman, 

1988; Tang and Leifer, 1988). These drawings may be significantly changed before 

they become part of the fmal artifact, either by the originator or others. Bly (1988) 

reports that most drawing actions take place on drawings originally started by another 

participant (cf. Ishii and Miyake, 1991). This means that participants use the 

workspace in such a way that some of it, as well as the drawings themselves, are 

"owned" by individual members, and other portions and drawings are shared 

(Suchman, 1988). However, these private areas and drawings may become shared as 

the "owner" draws attention to to the drawing, and it becomes part of the discussion 

(Tang and Leifer, 1988). 

The drawing surface also plays a role in mediating the interaction among 

participants. This can be done through hand gestures (which do not result in any 

marks), such as pointing to a portion of the drawing surface. Interaction may also be 

mediated by the use of marks on the drawing surface, such as underlining or circling 

part of a drawing in order to emphasize it or draw attention to it (Tang, 1991; Tang 

and Leifer, 1988; Bly 1988). These gestures (both marking and non-marking) are 

usually accompanied with talk. Therefore, those marks made for emphasis or attention 

are not themselves decipherable after the fact (Suchman, 1988). 
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2.3. Collaborative Drawing Modes 

Investigations of collaborative drawing, as well as research on the 

collaborative authoring of text documents, has shown that collaborative efforts may 

take place in a number of different modes. In Posner and Baeker (1992), it was stated 

that when multiple authors work together on the same document, they may use one or 

a number of the following strategies during the course of a project: 

1. Scribe - one person does the actual writing, and the other group members 

participate verbally. 

2. Separate writers - the document is divided into parts, and each person writes a 

different part. 

3. Joint writing - group members compose the text together, working out even small 

details as a group. 

In a study of collaborative drawing, Wolf, et al. (1992) identified roughly 

equivalent modes of drawing: 

1. Moderator-led - one member draws, while others participate verbally. 

2. Separate parallel - members draw concurrently and independently of the others, 

without communicating to the others while drawing. 

3. Collaborative - members concurrently draw and communicate with others while 
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they are drawing, perhaps each adding to a common graphical representation. 

Typically, no one of these work modes is used to the exclusion of others. 

Rather, a number of different modes may be used by the same group (posner and 

Baeker, 1992). How much a group uses each mode may have an impact on the 

outcomes of the group activity, however. For example, the person doing the drawing 

when the scribe mode (moderator-led) is used is likely to wield more power than 

other group members, because that person has physical control over what gets put on 

the public drawing surface (posner and Baeker, 1992; Wolf, Rhyne, and Briggs, 

1992). Also, the use of the parallel mode may increase the productivity of the group 

by allowing all group members to actively contribute to the graphical representations 

(posner and Baeker, 1992; Wolf, Rhyne, and Briggs, 1992); however, the group may 

encounter difficulties in converging the individual work back together (pendergast and 

Hayne, 1993). 

2.3.3 Limitations of Conventional Public Drawing Surfaces 

A whiteboard, large piece of paper, or other conventional shared drawing 

surface can play an important role in group communication that goes beyond simply 

containing the resultant graphical artifact. However, researchers have identified 

several problems with these conventional drawing surfaces that may at times inhibit 

group interaction, including: 
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1. limited space - the physical drawing surface may not be large enough to contain all 

the drawings that are needed (StefIk, et al., 1987). 

2. rearranging the location of drawn objects usually requires that the object be 

redrawn and erased (StefIk, et al., 1987), introducing an opportunity to erroneously 

change the diagram. 

3. access to the drawing surface is limited - it may be difficult for more than one or 

two people to draw at the same time (Greenberg and Bohnet, 1991). 

4. all group members must be in the same location (Greenberg and Bohnet, 1991). 

2.4 Collaborative Drawing Tools 

In order to overcome some of these problems, researchers have begun to 

develop technologies that allow groups to share a logical drawing area. Some of these 

tools use video technology to allow physically dispersed groups to share drawings, 

words, and non-verbal behavior (Ishii and Miyake, 1991; Tang and Minneman, 1990, 

Tang and Minneman; 1991). The intent of these tools is to increase the perceived co

presence of a smaIl number of distributed group members by including not only the 

drawings and verbal communications, but also video images of the participants. 

Others approaches use computer-based, networked drawing tools to allow 

physically dispersed or same-time, same-place groups to share drawings, with verbal 

communication being supported through other means (face-to-face, telephone) 

(Greenberg, et aI., 1992; Minneman and Bly, 1991; Wolf, et aI., 1992). Some of the 
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tools require graphic input with a mouse, others with a stylus. Participants sit at their 

own workstations, but draw in a (usually) large logical space shared by all. The tools 

are typically designed under the assumption that all participants are in the same room, 

or have some sort of audio (i.e. telephone) connections. 

Potentially, these shared drawing tools provide a number of advantages over 

conventional drawing surfaces. The large logical drawing space may allow much more 

to be represented than a conventional drawing surface would allow. Also, many of 

these tools let all participants draw at the same time, allowing for more parallel 

activity to take place. Many of the tools also provide the ability to easily rearrange 

drawings without redrawing and erasing. Finally, the tools allow distributed groups to 

share drawings. 

It is not clear exactly what benefits may actually be realized through the use of 

shared drawing tools, as there is a lack of studies demonstrating their usefulness 

(Minneman and Bly, 1991; Pendergast, 1992). Each of the shared drawing tools is 

implemented slightly differently, and the individual features and functions are likely to 

result in different impacts for each tool. However, there are a number of mechanisms 

that have been discussed in the literature as important to the usefulness of the tools. 

These issues include size of the logical drawing space and view size, view 

independence and synchronization, editing functions and real-time updates, interface 

(pen or mouse), and gesturing. Some of these have been discussed above, but will be 

examined again as they relate to shared drawing tools. 
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2.4.1 Logical Drawing Space and View Size 

Shared drawing tools can provide users with very large, scrollable, scalable 

drawing spaces, overcoming the size limitations of conventional drawing surfaces 

(pendergast, 1992). However, the limitations of the screen size mean that when large 

drawings are displayed at a legible resolution, only some of the drawing will be 

visible at one time. This may lead to members losing the global view of the 

information, resulting in less effective use of the information (Nunamaker, et al., 

1987, 1988). 

2.4.2 View Independence and Synchronization 

When group members are sharing a drawing space that is larger than the 

screen size, users may either view portions of the drawing space independently, or 

their views may be synchronized so that everyone sees exactly the same thing. When 

the views are synchronized, this is referred to as WYSIWIS (What You See Is What I 

See) mode (StefIk, et al., 1987), which of course is the default when the drawing 

space is equal to the screen size. Strict WYSIWIS is posited to increase coordination 

and collaboration, because group members can easily see what others are drawing and 

referring to (Pendergast, 1992; StefLk, et al. 1987). Relaxing WYSIWIS allows group 

members to work independently and in parallel, as they can utilize a portion of the 

drawing area away from where others are working, much as participants using a 

whiteboard or paper would do (Greenberg, et al., 1992; Pendergast, 1992; StefLk, et 



al. 1987). Some tools allow the users to select which mode they will work in 

(pendergast, 1992). 

The degree of WYSIWIS supported or enforced by a tool may impact the 

amount of interactive and parallel activity that takes place when a group uses that 

tool. There is a tradeoff between strict and relaxed WYSIWIS, as coordination 

becomes more difficult when WYSIWIS is relaxed, but parallel activity becomes 

easier. 

2.4.3 Editing Functions and Real-time Updates 
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Some shared drawing tools have limited editing functions, where users can 

only create and erase, but not move or resize, drawn objects (e.g. GroupSketch, 

(Greenberg, et al., 1992». Others allow objects to be moved and resized (e.g. Team 

Graphics (Pendergast, 1992); GroupDraw, (Greenberg, et al., 1992». Providing users 

with these more advanced editing functions may increase productivity, as complex 

drawn objects can be moved, rather than redrawn and erased when things need to be 

rearranged. Most tools allow any participant to edit a drawn object, so long as that 

object is not in use by another. This may increase the interaction among participants. 

The timing of updates is an issue that has also been deemed important in the 

literature. Changes in the drawing space should be reflected on all users' views as 

quickly as possible, as the process of creating a drawing is as important as the 

drawing itself (Tang, 1991). In addition, many shared drawing tools make each 



participant's cursor visible on all workstations. This helps participants keep track of 

what the others are doing. 

2.4.4 Gesturing 
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As discussed above, gestures are an important part of the communication that 

takes place while drawing in a group (Tang, 1991). Because the group members using 

shared drawing tools view the image on their own screen, gestures referring to some 

particular component cannot be easily seen by others. To solve this problem, 

participants may make visible marks on the inlage (arrows, underlining, etc.) in order 

to make it clear what is being referred to. Some shared drawing tools have also 

implemented ways in which gesturing can be performed with the cursor, a sort of 

pseudo-gesture (Greenberg, et al., 1992; Hayne, Pendergast, and Greenberg, 1992; 

Pendergast, 1992). Users may use cursor movement, along with verbal comments, to 

draw attention to a particular portion of the drawing space. 

2.4.5 Interface Instrument 

It has been noted that groups performing collaborative drawing frequently 

intermix the writing of text with the drawing of graphics, so users of shared drawing 

tools should be able to move quickly from one mode to the other (Bly, 1988; Tang, 

1991). Text can be input with a shared drawing tool either by typing at the keyboard, 

or by using the interface instrument (pen or mouse) to write with. Typing text usually 
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requires the user to move his hand from the interface instrument to the keyboard, an 

act that disrupts the fluid intermixing of writing and drawing. On the other hand, it is 

difficult to enter text by "drawing" it with a mouse, as users must coordinate the 

movement of the mouse with the displayed cursor (Wolf, 1991). The pen interface 

may be easier to use for writing than a mouse, as the writing is done directly on the 

display surface. 

While drawing and writing may be easier with a pen interface than with a 

mouse interface, there are limitations to the technology. First, the resolution of the 

displays means that in order for a word to be legible, it may take up much more 

screen space if entered with a pen than if entered with a keyboard, effectively 

reducing the drawing space. Second, the tablets necessary for pen interfaces are 

currently much smaller than normal computer displays, further limiting the view size. 

2.5 The Study of Groups 

The study of collaborative drawing is in a large part the study of how groups 

work. Although little research has been done on collaborative drawing, research on 

group processes and performance is quite plentiful. This section discusses some of 

that research, drawing from work done in group communication, as well as studies on 

the impact of technology on a group. 

2.5.1 Group Performance 
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While many types of groups have been studied, what is of interest here are 

what are commonly called "work groups," whose members come together to work on 

some task. For these types of groups, how well the group performs a task is at least 

one measure for the effectiveness of the group. Much of the research in this area has 

studied the impact of communication on two measures of group performance: time to 

complete a task, and the quality of the product. 

There are those that believe communication is vital to group performance 

because it allows people to share information and check for errors (Hackman and 

Morris, 1975; Hirokawa, 1982, 1985; Zaleska, 1978). There are also those that feel 

communication can be an obstacle to effective group decision making (Davis, 1969; 

Hewes, 1986; Steiner, 1972). 

2.5.1.1 Factors Mfecting the Need for Group Communication 

Hirokawa (1990) offers the task-contingency perspective as an explanation for 

why communication may at times help, and other times hinder, the group's 

performance. The task-contingency perspective states that the impact of 

communication depends on the complexity, information requirements, and evaluation 

demand of the task. 

The complexity of a task is determined by such things as the clarity of the 

goal, the clarity of the solution path, the number of steps required to complete the 

solution, and the number of barriers that exist to completing the solution (Newell, 



1980). The more complex the goal, the more critical the need for group 

communication, because the group must ~alyze the problem and develop a strategy 

for completing the task. 
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The information requirement of the task is determined by the information 

distribution (the extent to which individual members possess the necessary 

information) and the information-processing demand (the amount and complexity of 

the information required to complete the task). As information becomes more 

distributed, voluminous, and complex, the need for group communication increases 

(Argyle and Cook, 1976; Williams, 1977). Information must be shared, and the group 

needs to analyze and interpret the complex information. 

The evaluation demand of a task is determined by the number of correct or 

acceptable choices, the clarity of the evaluation criteria, and the extent to which a 

choice can be verified as correct. The more uncertainty there is in each of these 

factors, the higher the evaluation demand, and therefore, the greater the need for 

communication (Hill, 1982; Shaw, 1981). Group members must understand the range 

of choices, and then identify criteria for judging the options. 

2.5.1.2 Communication Network Model 

Related to Hirokawa's work on the task contingency model is a line of 

research that began much earlier, in 1948 (Baveles, 1948). Tlus research is interested 

in how the lines of communication between group members affects such things as 



perfonnance and leadership. The communication paths available to each group 

member detennine a "network configuration" for the group. Some of the network 

configurations for three-person groups that have been investigated (see Figure 2.2) 

include the wheel (all communication must go through a central person), the circle 

(each person can communicate with every other person), and the pinwheel (each 

person receives communication from one other, but must send communication to a 

different person) (Shaw, 1964). 

Wheel Circle Pinwheel 

Figure 2.2: Communication networks 
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The objective of much of this research was to detennine if certain types of 

network configurations were better suited for particular types of tasks. It was found 

that decentralized networks (Le. the circle) perfonned better on complex tasks, while 

centralized networks perfonned slightly better on simple tasks (Shaw, 1954). 

2.5.2 Technology and Group Perfonnance 

Recently, researchers have begun to investigate the effects of group support 

systems (GSS) on group perfonnance. While individual GSS differ, it is common for 

them to provide an electronic communication channel for use by a group (McLeod, 
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1992). This electronic communication channel allows participants to share infonnation 

by typing textual infonnation into individual networked computers. Although verbal 

communications are not necessarily eliminated, many of the GSS encourage users to 

participate primarily electronically, so that contributions are anonymous. 

Laboratory studies have shown that GSS increase the amount of time to 

complete a task, when compared with unsupported groups (George, et al., 1990; 

Siegel, et al., 1986). Evidence also exists that GSS increase the quality of decisions 

made by groups (Dennis, et al., 1988; Gallupe, et al., 1988; Jarvenpaa, et al., 1988), 

although several studies have reported no difference between supported and 

unsupported groups (George, et al,. 1988; Zigurs, et al., 1988). However, a meta

analysis by McLeod (1992) has found that GSS generally contribute to higher quality 

solutions or decisions. 

One possible explanation for these fmdings is that communication technologies 

differ in the way in which they allow people to socially interact while communicating. 

Daft and his colleagues (Daft and Lengel, 1986, Daft and Weick 1984) suggest that 

communication media vary in "infonnation richness." Richness refers to the amount 

and immediacy of the feedback, the number of cues available (verbal and nonverbal), 

the channels that are used (full visual, limited visual, audio), and the language that is 

used (body, natural, or numeric). The authors suggest that the more complex the 

subject being discussed, the greater the need for a richer communications medium. 

Face-to-face communication is considered the most rich medium, while fonnal written 



communications are considered much less so. Computer-mediated communication 

would fall somewhere between the two extremes. 
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Short, et al. (1976) posit a similar notion of classifying communication media 

based on the notion of social presence. One of the primary differentiations of the 

social presence of a medium is the way in which they constrain the full range of 

communication, particularly nonverbal communication. Nonverbal communication 

plays a very important role in interpersonal (typically considered "face-to-face") 

communication. Statistical analysis has shown that only 31 % of the variance in 

meaning can be attributed to verbal infonnation - the rest is transmitted nonverbally 

(philpott, 1983). The infonnation richness or social presence of a medium is strongly 

related to the degree to which it supports nonverbal communication. 

The implications of these two similar perspectives is that some communication 

tasks require less social presence or infonnation riclmess than others. In fact, it 

appears that some tasks suffer little from a reduction in nonverbal communication, 

and the GSS research could be interpreted as evidence that a less-rich medium may 

actually benefit some tasks. Research has shown these technologies increase the 

sharing of ideas (Nunamaker, et al., 1991), but are somewhat less effective in getting 

a group to reach consensus (Siegel, et al., 1986). Therefore, one must be aware of 

what type of task is required of a group before GSS effects can be accurately 

discussed. 

In summary, group perfonnance is usually measured as the amount of time it 
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takes for the group to complete a task and/or the quality of the solution. There is 

somewhat of a tradeoff between these two measures, as a group may be able to 

increase the quality of their solution by taking longer to come up with it. There are a 

number of determinants of group performance, including the communication paths 

available between members (network configuration), the characteristics of the task, 

and the characteristics of the communications media. 

2.5.3 Participation 

Participation is often studied in GSS research, where it is assumed that higher 

levels of participation and reduced domination by one or several members have a 

positive impact on the outcome of group tasks. However, it is not clear that this is 

always the case, as additional participation may lead to decreased consensus 

(Johansen, 1988). Still, incorporated in most GSS are features designed to increase 

participation. 

There are two general measures of participation. One of these is the total 

amount of participation, which can be conceived of as the total input to the group 

task. It is usually measured as the total number of comments, or by eliciting the 

perceptions of group members. The second measure is usually referred to as 

domination or equality of participation. This is concerned with the relative 

contributions of group members. It can be measured either by counting the number of 

comments made by each participant, or by asking group members for their 
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impressions of the equity of participation. 

Most studies have found that GSS increase participation and reduce domination 

(Nunamaker, Applegate, and Konsynski, 1988; George, et al., 1990; Vogel and 

Nunamaker, 1990). This may be because the electronic communication channel 

available in a GSS allows for parallel communication (multiple people sending 

messages at the same time), as well as anonymity. Parallel communication overcomes 

physical obstacles to participation, such as waiting for a tum to speak (Nunamaker, et 

al., 1991). Parallel communication also reduces the chance that one member may 

dominate a meeting, as everyone has an equal opportunity to participate. Anonymity 

reduces evaluation apprehension, so group members are less reluctant to participate 

(Nunamaker, et al., 1991). 

2.6 Summary 

Little is known about the impacts of collaborative drawing on group work at 

this time. However, research has demonstrated the effectiveness of graphics for 

communicating information. In addition, the widespread use of collaborative drawing 

(without computer-based tools) suggests that it is useful for group meetings. 

The few published studies of collaborative drawing suggest that the activities 

that go on while drawing, such as verbal and non-verbal communications(especially 

gestures towards objects on the drawing surface), can often be more important than 

the final graphical representation. However, limitations of conventional public 
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drawing surfaces, such as whiteboards and flip charts, may negatively impact their 

effective use. The limitations include limited access to the drawing surface, limited 

size of the drawing surface, and the requirement for all participants to be in the same 

location. 

These limitations have motivated the development of computer-based 

collaborative drawing tools, which utilize technology to overcome the above 

limitations. These tools, though, bring with them a host of design issues that may 

impact the degree to which they are effective. 

The possible impacts of these tools on groups is unknown, but existing 

literature suggests that a number of interrelated factors, including technology, 

characteristics of the task, and group communication may impact group performance 

and processes in a number of ways. The following chapter will further refme some of 

these issues, and relate them more directly to research on collaborative drawing tools. 



3.0 RESEARCH MODEL AND HYPO'fHESES 

Chapter 3 reviews some of the work done to develop research models and 

frameworks appropriate for the study of technological impacts on groups. From this 

work and the research reviewed in Chapter 2, a research model applicable to the 

study of collaborative drawing is developed, and hypotheses are derived from the 

model. 

3.1 Existing Research Models 
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An early attempt at creating a research framework for technological impacts on 

groups was developed by DeSanctis and Gallupe (1987). They created a "contingency 

perspective for GDSS research," which included as its three main factors group size, 

member proximity, and task type. A similar taxonomy was developed in Dennis, et 

al. (1988), which replaced the task type dimension with "time dispersion" - whether 

the meeting participants meet synchronously or asynchronously. 

While these two taxonomies help defme how to classify specific GSS uses, 

they do not provide much guidance for determining the dependent and independent 

variables that should be investigated in this type of research. However, Dennis, et al. 

(1988) also presented a research model that defmes a number of variables of interest 

to GSS researchers (see Figure 3.1). As can be seen, this model consists of six major 

classes of variables: group, task, context, teclmology, process, and outcome. 



Group 
- Individual 

Characteristics 
- Group Size 
- History 
- etc. 

Task 
- Type of Task 
- Complexity 
- Rational/Political 
- etc. 

i---.-t Process 
'--------' - Degree of 

Structure 
- Anonymity 
- Leadership 
- Participation 

I--_~-etc. 

Context 
- Incentives and 
reward systems 

- Organization Culture 
- Environment 
- etc. 

Technology 
- Presence/absence 
of technology 

- Methods design 
- Environment design 
- etc. 

Figure 3.1: GSS Research Model (Dennis, et. al., 1988) 

Outcome 
- Satisfaction 
with process 
and outcome 

-Outcome 
quality 

- Time required 
-etc. 
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The individual variables are not all-inclusive, but rather give a sample of some 

of the more important variables that have been or should be studied in GSS research. 

Group, task, context, and EMS variables are nonnally utilized as independent 
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variables in the research, and the outcomes are typically dependent variables. The 

process variables can either be viewed as dependent or independent variables (note 

that arrows are both coming into and going out of the process box), depending on the 

research questions. 

Kraemer and Pinsonneault (1990) present a similar research model (although 

they call it a framework) for analyzing the impacts of GSS (see Figure 3.2). Their 

framework identifies three major classes of variables, each with a number of subtypes 

of variables within it. Although there are differences in the way the two research 

models categorize the independent variables, there is a fair amount of agreement 

about what the important factors are. There is more disagreement about what should 

be classified as a process variable and what should be classified as an outcome 

variable. For example, the Kraemer and Pinsonneault model considers the time to 

reach a decision a process variable, while Dennis, et al. consider that to be an 

outcome variable. Also, the Kraemer and Pinsonneault model emphasizes 

communication characteristics of a meeting, while the Dennis, et al. model does not 

(it should be noted, however, that the list of variables in the Dennis, et al. model is 

stated as being incomplete; there may in actuality be few differences in how the 

respective authors view the categories of variables). 
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Contextual Variables 

PGnonaI Factcn 
-attttude 
-ablllttes Task-related outcomes 
- background 
-etc I. Chars. of the decision 
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Group Process - val1ablilty of quality 
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group membershIp - depth of analysis thededslon 

- stage In grouF 

~ - part1dpat1on -cost 
developmen 

- consensus r~ -ease 
-etc. - time to reach on - commitment of 

fl. Communlcatfon Char. 
group members 

Group Sfructtn - ettlclency of comm. f---+ III. Atfttude of group 
- power relationshIps - task-or1eilted comm. members 
- status relat10nshlps - non-verbal comm - acceptance 
-density -:ehensIon 
-etc. III. Interpsersonal Chars. - actfon 

V 
- cooperaHon - conftcfence 
- domlnat1on 

Technology Support 
IV. StructtJre Imposed by Group-re/ated out -type 

-anonymity Technology 
- facilitator 

--
I. Atfftude toward 

comes 

-etc. ~ - wtth 
grCXJp 

!~~ 
- WlI/1ngness to work 

wtth group In Mtle 

- naflI'e 
- degree of uncertalnt) 
-etc. 

Figure 3.2: GSS Research Framework (Kraemer and Pinsonneault, 1990) 

Perhaps the biggest difference between the two models is in the posited 

relationship between the sets of variables. In the Kraemer and Pinsonneault model, 

the contextual variables do not directly impact the outcome variables. Instead, their 

impacts on outcomes are mediated by the group process variables. In the Dennis, et 

al. model, the independent variables of group, task, context, and technology, which 

roughly equate to Kraemer and Pinsonneault's contextual variables, may impact the 
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outcome variables directly. 

While not actually a research model or framework, a useful way to 

conceptualize the possible impacts of technology on a group is to consider the way in 

which group meeting might improve outcomes (process gains) or impair outcomes 

(process losses) when compared to individuals working alone (Connolly, Jessup, and 

Valacich, 1990; Nunamaker, et al., 1991). In this view, a certain mix of process 

losses and gains exists in a group meeting, depending on the nature of the group, the 

task, and the context. Some example process gains from working in a group include 

the synergy that arises among group members, and the availability of more 

information. Process losses include such things as conformance pressure, air time 

fragmentation (inability to contribute while others are talking), and domination by a 

single individual. 

The introduction of technology can alter the mix of process losses and gains, 

either positively or negatively. The precise impacts are determined by the combination 

of group, task, context, and technology characteristics. For example, the use of 

parallel communication in a GSS allows more information to be shared (a process 

gain). However, that same parallel communication may make it more difficult for 

participants to get feedback on their ideas (a process loss). The net outcome effects 

will depend on the nature of the task, group, and the specific way in which the 

parallel communication is implemented and used. 

These different perspectives, models, and frameworks for conducting research 
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on GSS can be combined and refIned to develop a research model useful in studying 

collaborative drawing tools. Collaborative drawing tools, like GSS, are technology 

intended to support a group meeting. Therefore, many of the issues of concern in 

GSS research may also be relevant in this research. However, collaborative drawing 

tools bring with them a unique set of research issues which must be considered. In 

order to uncover these issues so that further research could be directed in the 

appropriate areas, a set of pilot experiments were conducted. 

3.2 Pilot Experiments 

Because there is so little published empirical research available on 

collaborative drawing tools, it was decided that several groups be observed while 

collaboratively drawing. These pilot sessions also helped determine the precise nature 

of the tasks that were used in the later experiments. A total of six groups were 

observed. Some groups used conventional (whiteboard) technology, while other 

groups used a collaborative drawing tool. Two different tasks were utilized. (a 

description of the tasks as they were used in the full experiment is included in 

Chapter 4). No attempt was made to collect quantitative data during these pilot 

experiments. Instead, patterns of differences were looked for between those groups 

using the whiteboard or drawing tool, as well as differences related to the 

experimental task. 

The most obvious process difference between those groups using a drawing 
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tool and those using the whiteboard was seen in the frequency of verbal 

communications. Whiteboard groups tended to speak to each other more often. 

Another observed difference was that whiteboard groups tended to have one person 

draw at a time. In one case, one individual did almost all of the drawing on the 

whiteboard. Groups using the drawing tool tended to have multiple people drawing at 

the same time. 

One of the pilot experimental tasks required that group members share 

information to complete a diagram; that is, the objective of the task was to draw a 

diagram. The other task was a problem-solving task in which drawing was not 

required, although it made solving the problem easier. In this second task, drawing 

was not the objective of the task, but rather a way to allow group members to 

communicate about the problem. In the problem-solving task, those groups using the 

drawing tool seemed to work independently from each other more than the whiteboard 

groups. Also, the characteristics of the drawing tool (full description in Chapter 4) 

made it difficult for members to casually sketch out possible solutions, possibly 

leading to an increase in time to complete the task. 

3.3 Collaborative Drawing Research Model 

Using these observations, other published observations on collaborative 

drawing, and the Dennis, et at. (1988) research model as a base, a new research 

model was developed to guide additional research. The major categories of variables 
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in this model are similar to the Dennis, et al., model, but some of the specific 

variables are altered to capture the issues of interest to collaborative drawing tools. 

Task characteristics, technology characteristics, group characteristics, and context 

comprise the category of situational variables, and process and outcome variables are 

also identified (see Figure 3.3). As with some of the models already discussed, this 

model is not intended to be an exhaustive list of factors that should be included in 

collaborative drawing research. Rather, this discussion emphasizes some of those 

factors which may be of particular interest to this type of research. 
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Figure 3.3: Collaborative drawing research model 
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3.3.1 Task Characteristics 

Task characteristics are a major determinant of group performance (poole, et 

al., 1985), particularly information requirements, evaluation demand (Hill, 1982; 

Shaw, 1981), task complexity (McGrath, 1984) and the type of task (Janis and Mann, 

1977). The information requirements of a task are a function of how much 

information is necessary to complete the task, and who has the information. The 

nature of the information requirements influence how much a group must 

communicate in order to complete the task (Hirokawa, 1990). The evaluation demand 

of a task is a function of the clarity of evaluation criteria, and the extent to which a 

solution can be verified as correct. It also influences communication among the group 

members, as the higher the evaluation demand, the more group members need to 

discuss how to evaluate possible solutions. Task complexity is a function of such 

things as the clarity of the goal and the clarity of the solution path. Complex tasks 

may require more group interaction so that the group may agree on a strategy for how 

to complete the task. 

While each of these characteristics are important determinants of group 

performance, the type of task has dimensions specifically relevant to the study of 

collaborative drawing. At the most obvious level, a collaborative drawing task must, 

by definition, include some drawing. However, as discussed earlier, collaborative 

drawing may take place in a number of situations. One possible scenario is that a 

group meets with the expressed purpose of creating a diagram. For example, this 
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might occur when a group meets to document the design of a database in a Entity

Relationship diagram. This will be referred to simply as diagramming from here on. 

Another use of collaborative drawing may occur more spontaneously, when group 

members draw simple sketches to share information and ideas. From this point on, 

collaborative drawing of this nature will be referred to as illustration, or illustrative 

drawing. In diagramming tasks, the fmal product, because it will probably serve as 

documentation of some sort, is likely to be much more important than in sketching 

tasks. When the collaborative drawing task is one of illustration, what is drawn may 

serve only to enhance communication among group members; the fmal artifact may be 

meaningless outside the context of that meeting. 

This is certainly not a complete or mutually exclusive taxonomy of 

collaborative drawing; many tasks may be a blend of illustration and diagramming. 

However, it is likely that a given task may tend towards one type or the other, and it 

seems at this early point in the research to be a useful place to start to describe the 

nature of different collaborative drawing tasks. As drawing is used differently in each 

type of task, the impact of collaborative drawing technology may differ by task. 

Therefore, any study of these impacts should recognize which type of task 

collaborative drawing is being used for. 

3.3.2 Technology Characteristics 

It has been pointed out in the GSS literature that it is inappropriate to claim 
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that GSS in general have particular effects in all cases. Instead, the characteristics of 

the technology, in combination with the group, task, and context must be used to 

qualify the situation (Nunamaker, et al., 1991). Likewise, the specific characteristics 

of the CDT(s) under study must also be acknowledged in any research. 

3.3.2.1 Conventional Drawing Technology 

Two of the more common drawing surfaces used in group meetings are 

whiteboards and flip charts. The size of the drawing surface is one factor that may 

impact how a group uses that drawing surface. Whiteboards tend to be larger than flip 

charts, and therefore offer more room for large diagrams, as well as for multiple 

people to draw side-by-side. Conventional drawing surfaces may also differ in the 

degree to which they provide a permanent graphical artifact. Flip charts, for example, 

offer a permanent record of what is drawn, and groups have been known to tape flip 

charts to the wall in order to make everything visible to the group. Whiteboards, on 

the other hand, can be easily erased, and the group must copy the drawings to paper 

if they want to keep them. 

The proximity of the group members to the drawing surface may also affect 

the way in which the group collaboratively draws. If the drawing surface is readily 

accessible, then group members may be more likely to take a marker in hand and 

draw. 
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3.3.2.2 Types of Collaborative Drawing Tools 

Two general types of collaborative drawing tools have been developed. The 

fIrst type of tool is a structured drawing tool, which typically presents users with a 

menu of objects that can be drawn. Generally, the interface is associated with the 

WTh1P (Windows, Icons, Menus, Pointing device) paradigm, where users utilize a 

mouse to select the geometric object they want to draw, then place the object on the 

screen with the mouse. Examples of some of these tools are GroupDraw (Greenberg, 

et aI., 1992) and Team Graphics (Pendergast, 1992) (see Figure 3.4). Because these 

structured drawing tools are generally object-based (rather than bit-mapped), the 

objects are fully editable. They may be moved, resized, deleted, and in some cases, 

reshaped once they have been placed on the screen. Text is generally included in a 

diagram by fIrst selecting a "text tool" from the menu, clicking the mouse where the 

text is to appear, and then entering the text through the keyboard. Because the tools 

are used by groups, concurrency control mechanisms are generally utilized so that 

multiple users do not edit an object simultaneously. 



-------
I Text Box _____ ,J I'D 
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Text in an 
object 

, . . 

Figure 3.4: Example of structured drawing tool 

Because the drawn objects are actually created by the computer, structured 
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collaborative drawing tools result in crisp, "professional-looking" diagrams. However, 

the tools limit the user to drawing only those objects that appear in the menu. The 

second type of collaborative drawing tool does not have that limitation. The second 

type of tool, which will be referred to as a sketching tool, works more like an 

electronic piece of paper or blackboard than a computer drafting package. Examples 
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include GroupSketch (Greenberg, et al., 1992) and Commune (Minneman and Bly, 

1991). The user typically draws by making marks directly on a bit-mapped surface 

with a mouse or stylus (pen). These sketching tools have the flexibility to allow the 

users to make whatever shapes or marks they want to, including the "writing" of text 

(see Figure 3.5). However, drawn objects typically can only be erased, but not moved 

or resized. Because of this lack of editing ability, concurrency control methods are 

not utilized, allowing one user to erase something, even as another is adding to it. In 

addition, the aesthetic quality of diagrams created with these sketching tools are 

simply a function of the drawing ability of the users, which may result in less 

"formal" looking diagrams, compared to structured drawing tools. 
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Figure 3.5: Example of sketching tool 

3.3.2.3 Interface Instrument 

Although a mouse is the most common pointing device used in most computer 

applications, a pen (stylus) may have an advantage over a mouse when used in a 

drawing package. This is particularly true for sketching tools, because the pen allows 

text to be written much easier than a mouse allows (Greenberg, et at., 1992). At least 

one tool - WE-MET (Wolf and Rhyne, 1992), has been designed specifically to utilize 

a pen interface. As the interface instrument (pen or mouse) may have an impact on 

the use of a collaborative drawing tool, it has been explicitly acknowledged in this 
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research model. 

3.3.2.4 Tool Features 

In addition to these two types of tools, a research model for studying 

collaborative drawing tools should acknowledge the specific features of the tool under 

study. Some tool features, such as its editing capabilities and user interface, help 

defme the tool as either a structured diagramming tool or a sketching tool. There are 

several tool features, though, that are independent of the tool type, and may impact 

the usability of a tool. 

The view size (size of the computer display), the size of the logical drawing 

space, the ability to display multiple cursors, and whether or not WYSIWIS is strictly 

enforced are just some of the tool features posited to impact how a tool is used 

(Pendergast, 1992). The view size offered by a specific tool configuration impacts the 

use of a tool because it places physical limits on how much of the drawing space can 

be seen at one time. 

The amount of logical drawing space available can impact the group process 

by limiting how much can easily be drawn in a single contiguous space. Some tools 

provide a very large drawing space. Other tools limit the amount of contiguous 

drawing space to a single screen size, but allow users to easily "page through" 

different discrete drawing spaces, in a way that is analogous to using multiple pieces 

of paper (Wolf, Rhyne, and Briggs, 1992). Although total drawing space may be 
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quite large with these tools, the fact that it is divided up into screen-sized chunks does 

impact how large a diagram may be easily drawn. 

Other tool features, including when and if multiple participants' cursors are 

displayed to other users, may also impact the usefulness of a tool. Users may be more 

aware of what other group members are doing if all members' cursors are visible 

(Hayne, Pendergast, and Greenberg, 1992). 

If WYSIWIS is enforced by a tool, group members may also be more aware of 

what each other is doing. If group members are allowed to view and work in different 

areas of the drawing space independently (relaxed WYSIWIS), then parallel activity 

may result. 

3.3.2.5 Relationships Between Tool Characteristics 

While each tool characteristic can be considered as a separate variable, it is 

perhaps more useful to consider how certain combinations of these variables may 

impact the group. For example, the drawing space a tool provides has a direct impact 

on the usefulness of WYSIWIS and cursor gesturing. If a very large drawing space 

(much larger than what can be displayed on one screen) is used, but WYSIWIS is not 

enforced, different users may be viewing different parts of the drawing space. This 

may make discussions about a specific graphical representation difficult, as one user 

may not be able to find what another is referring to. Likewise, supporting the display 

of multiple cursors may not be necessary if users are working in completely different 
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areas of a large drawing space. 

The view size (screen "real estate") effectively used by the tool is also related 

to the amount of drawing space. A very large, high-resolution screen can of course 

display a larger drawing space without scrolling or zooming. If scrolling or zooming 

is necessary to see the entire drawing space, the ability to enforce WYSIWIS may 

make it easier for users to communicate about what is being drawn. 

As discussed above, there is a relationship between the type of tool and the 

interface instrument used with the tool: sketching tools may be able to more 

effectively utilize the direct input of a pen than a structured diagramming tool can. 

3.3.3 Group Characteristics 

Group characteristics, which in this model include attributes of the individual 

group members, have long been recognized as important to group processes and 

performance. Aspects of the group, such as power and status relationships between 

group members have been shown to impact the group process (French and Raven, 

1968; Mitchell, 1978; Scott, 1967). Those factors of particular relevance to 

technological impacts on the group include the size and the proximity of the group. 

3.3.3.1 Group Size 

Technology, in the form of GSS supporting textual communication, seems in 

some cases to allow larger groups to work more effectively than if no support is 
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available, but the GSS may be less effective in smaller groups (Nunamaker, et al., 

1991). One possible explanation for this is based on the perspective of process losses 

and gains (Nunamaker, et al., 1991). A GSS introduces some fIxed process losses that 

are only overcome by the process gains experienced by large groups using the GSS. 

Fixed process losses due to GSS include such things as reduced media richness (and 

the attendant reduction in feedback), which reduces communication effectiveness for 

some tasks. Process gains are obtained through the use of parallel communication and 

anonymity, which tend to increase participation and the total amount of information 

that is shared. 

Collaborative drawing tools may alter the balance of process losses and gains 

in ways much different than a GSS does. For example, it may be difficult to provide 

anonymous and completely parallel communication channels to group members that 

are participating in drawing, as collaborative drawing seems to make wide use of 

verbal and non-verbal communications. Therefore, optimal group size may be limited 

to the much the same degree that it is in unsupported groups. 

3.3.3.2 Member Proximity 

Group member proximity has particular importance to the study of 

collaborative drawing tools because a number of the tools have been developed with 

distributed groups in mind (Greenberg and Bohnet, 1990). These tools are intended to 
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be used in conjunction with audio (telephone) connections between the group 

members. This setup, however, would still eliminate the use of non-verbal 

communications, such as gesturing towards the drawing. Even if the tools support 

gesturing with the cursor, it is unclear how effective a replacement this will be for 

some tasks, as this would provide a much less rich communication medium (Daft and 

Lengel, 1986). 

In addition to issues related to groups not meeting in the same room, member 

proximity can be an issue for even those groups where all members are in the same 

room. In the pilot studies, those groups using the CDT were placed in the same room. 

However, each of the three group members was placed about five feet from the next 

closest member, and twelve feet from the farthest. This meant that the group 

members were not able to see each other's screens, and had to rely completely on 

either verbal communications or gesturing with the cursor to direct the other's 

attention to something in the drawing space. If the pilot groups had been seated closer 

together, it is likely that their interactions would have been different. 

3.3.3.3 Individual Attributes 

Individuals may, of course, have many different attributes that could affect the 

group process and outcome, including different levels of knowledge, ability, 

experience, communication skills, etc. There are other attributes, however, that may 

be directly related to how users behave while colIaboratively drawing. For example, 
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individuals have been shown to differ in the degree to which they prefer to think with 

images or with words. Those that prefer to think primarily with words, called 

verbalizers, make up about one-sixth of the population. Those that think primarily 

with images, called visualizers, make up another one-sixth. The remaining two-thirds 

of the population does not have a distinct mode of thinking (Richardson, 1977). 

Because graphical representations would fall into the category of images, visualizers 

may approach collaborative drawing tasks differently than others. 

3.3.3.4 Relationships Between Group Characteristics 

If the members of groups using COT's are seated close together, it is 

conceivable that they will point and gesture to each other's screens while drawing. If 

the group is large, however, those members will not be in close enough proximity to 

everyone's screens to use that mode of direct gesturing. As the group grows larger 

and members lose close proximity with most of the other group members, it will 

become more difficult to use physical gestures to emphasize things that appear on the 

screen. 

3.3.4 Context 

The context within which a group is working is important, including such 

things as incentives for the group and individuals, and whether the group is in a real 

or experimental situation (Jessup, 1987). At this time, it is difficult to identify a set of 
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contextual factors that are unique to groups participating in collaborative drawing. 

One factor that may be important to collaborative drawing groups is whether or not 

any of the graphical representations created will be used outside the meeting in which 

they originated. The most obvious example of this is related to task type - whether the 

group is engaged in diagramming or illustrative drawing. Even if the group is not 

meeting with the intent of creating a diagram, however, they may want to make a 

permanent record of some of the drawing that takes place. If this is the case, groups 

using a whiteboard typically have to copy down what they want to save on paper 

before going on. One tool, WE-MET, is designed to capture all drawing that takes 

place, and then be able to "replay" the creation of the drawings from different points 

in time. The context within which a group meets can help defme what it is desirable 

to capture, and the need to capture drawings done during the meeting may impact the 

group process. 

3.3.5 Process 

There are a number of factors regarding the group process that should be 

considered. Many of the variables in this category can be treated as either dependent 

or independent variables, depending on the research question. Just as with other group 

research, such factors as the presence or absence of a group leader or facilitator, and 

the degree of structure given to the group process (perhaps by use of an agenda, or 

imposed by the technology) can be important determinants of the group process 



(Dennis, et al., 1988). However, because CDTs are designed so that multiple 

participants can draw simultaneously, the level of participation and equality of 

participation may be measures more directly of interest to CDT use. 

The level of participation is an indication of the total amount of information 

shared during a meeting. The desire for high levels of participation is implicit in the 

design of CDTs, as one of the features of CDTs is that they support relatively large 

numbers of people to actively participate in drawing. 

The equality of participation is another aspect of participation important to 

CDT research, as CDTs give everyone equal access to the drawing space. However, 

equal access does not ensure equal participation, and research will be necessary to 

determine how groups decide to use the technology. 

In GSS research, participation is usually measured through participants' 

perceptions, or by a count of comments made. Members of a group engaged in 

collaborative drawing may participate either verbally, or through drawing. 

Collaborative drawing research should consider both of these activities when 

measuring participation, as each is a vital component of the group process. 
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In addition to aspects of participation, information on the group process is 

obtained by considering the different modes in which groups can work. Group 

members' efforts can be categorized into different modes of activity, related to the 

interaction of drawing and verbal communication. These three modes of drawing are: 

scribe (one person drawing), interactive (multiple people drawing while verbally 
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communicating), and parallel (multiple people working without verbal 

communications) (Wolf, Rhyne, and Briggs, 1992). Groups utilizing a single scribe 

for most of a meeting are in effect implementing a centralized communication 

network, at least as it relates to graphical communication. Communication network 

configuration affects group perfonnance, so the use of different modes may impact a 

group's perfonnance. In the pilot sessions conducted for this research, it was noted 

that groups using the whiteboard and groups using the CDT tended to use the three 

modes to different degrees, pointing to a possible difference in the group process used 

by members of supported and unsupported groups. 

3.3.5.1 Relationships Between Process Variables 

There is a strong relationship between mode use, equality of participation, and 

level of participation in a group. For example, if one person serves as the scribe for 

the duration of an entire meeting, that person has the opportunity to contribute more 

than other group members. If participation is considered to include both drawing and 

speaking, the interactive mode of drawing (where multiple people are drawing and 

communicating simultaneously) may potentially result in higher level of participation 

than those groups working in scribe or parallel modes. 

3.3.6 Outcomes 

There are many outcome variables that may be studied, including participant 



satisfaction, participant confidence in the solution, level of consensus, the quality of 

the solution, and the total time required to come up with a solution. Other outcomes 

particularly relevant to collaborative drawing would include such things as the 

aesthetic quality of a diagram (which may be considered a component of solution 

quality). In general, though, meeting outcome measures for collaborative drawing 

groups are the same as for other types of meetings. 

3.3.6.1 Relationships Between Outcome Variables 
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Some of the outcome variables commonly studied may be highly positively 

correlated with each other, such as satisfaction, confidence, and consensus (Kraemer 

and Pinsonneault, 1990). In addition, time and quality may also be postively 

correltated, as a group that devotes adequate time to a task may end up with a better 

quality solution than a group that rushes through the task. 

3.3.7 Relationships Between Classes of Situational Variables 

The lines between the boxes surrounding each class of situational variables in 

Figure 3.3 indicate that relationships exist between these classes of variables. This is 

particularly true with technology characteristics. This class of variables has 

relationships with both group and task characteristics. 

3.3.7.1 Task and Tool Characteristics 
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By defInition, illustrative drawing is used to enhance communications, and 

group members will want to be able to quickly and easily draw as they verbally 

communicate. Such purposes do not require that the graphics appear aesthetically 

pleasing. For illustration tasks, it is likely that sketching tools, particularly if they 

include a pen interface, may be preferable to a structured drawing tool. Conversely, if 

the group is involved in a diagramming task, the aesthetic quality of the fInished 

product is much more important. This may make a structured drawing tool more 

useful for this task. 

Formal diagrams may be used to document relationships between a large 

number of entities, resulting in a large diagram. Many of these may be too large to fIt 

on a single piece of paper, or on a computer screen. For diagramming tasks, a large 

drawing space may make it much easier to complete such a diagram. It is unlikely, 

though, that such large diagrams are created as often when groups are engaged in 

illustrative collaborative drawing. When using drawing for illustration, people are 

concerned with communicating information, and the quick sketches made while 

verbally communicating are less likely to be extremely large. Therefore, structured 

diagramming tools may have a greater need for a large contiguous drawing space than 

sketching tools. 

The information requirements of a task are also related to several tool features. 

For example, if information is distributed among many group members, and it does 

not have to necessarily be shared sequentially, then a relaxed WYSIWIS mode would 
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allow members to independently view the information being shared. However, if the 

information must be drawn and shared sequentially, stricter enforcement of WYSIWIS 

may make it easier for the group to focus on the same information. 

3.3.7.2 Technology and Group Characteristics 

There are a number of relationships that exist between group characteristics 

and tool features. The size of the group and proximity of group members impact the 

need for cursor gesturing, as the number of members that cannot see or touch each 

other's screens increases as the members become farther apart. A small drawing space 

will also become very crowded if all participants of a large group try to draw. 

3.3.8 Relationships Between Situational and Process Variables 

Although individual situational variables are likely to have an impact on the 

group process variables, the complex network of relationships among the variables 

working in combination should also be taken into account. For example, a small 

drawing space is likely to reduce the amount of parallel drawing that is done. 

However, simply enlarging the drawing space will not greatly increase the use of 

parallel drawing unless WYSIWIS is also relaxed, and the information requirements 

of the task lend themselves to members working independently. Another example is 

that the equality of participation may be affected by the technology available to the 

group, but unless the information is distributed fairly evenly among group members, 
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participation is not necessarily going to be equal. 

3.3.9 Relationships Between Situational and Outcome Variables 

A number of the situational variables may directly impact the group meeting 

outcomes, regardless of the status of the process variables. For computer-based tools, 

the nature of the interface may impact the amount of time it talces to complete a task, 

as well as the member's satisfaction with the process. A small screen may make it 

impossible to view an entire diagram at once, making it difficult for participants to 

"see the big picture," and therefore solution quality may suffer. Characteristics of 

individual group members, such as their knowledge and aptitudes, can also impact 

solution quality. Obviously, the complexity of a task can impact both the time and 

quality of the fmal solution. 

3.3.10 Relationships Between Process and Outcome Variables 

It has been assumed that high and equal levels of participation improve 

solution quality. However, it may also be the case that increased participation may 

increase the amount of time it takes to come to a solution (Johansen, 1988). The 

relative amount of time spent using different modes of drawing may also impact the 

amount of time it takes to complete a group task. Parallel activity may decrease the 

amount of time, although it is likely that this depends greatly on the characteristics of 

the task. 



3.3.11 Summary of Research Model 

This research model does not explicitly include all possible variables of 

interest, nor have all of the possible relationships between variables been discussed. 

What is important is that the model acknowledges that there are factors of specific 

interest to research on collaborative drawing, and that the variables must be 

considered in combination in order to understand their impacts. By building on 

existing models and making it more applicable to research on collaborative drawing, 

this model suggests a number of important relationships that could be investigated. 

The following section discusses some of those relationships in detail, and discusses 

differences that might be expected. 

3.4 Research Propositions 
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The general research question of interest here is: What are the impacts on 

group processes and outcomes of COTs? Because so little research has been done on 

COT's, there is no well-developed theory from which to derive specific, testable 

hypotheses. However, the research model just discussed helps defme where there 

might be differences between COT's and conventional drawing technology, as well as 

between different CDT's. This section specifies which variables are most relevant to 

the stated research question, why differences may be found depending on the type of 

technology used, and why the sought-after differences in these variables are important 

to the study of collaborative drawing tools. Although the direction of differences are 
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discussed in the following, these predictions are extremely tentative, as so little is 

known about the effects of the tools. What is important at this stage of the research is 

not accurate prediction of the specific direction that differences may take, but rather 

to create a research environment in which the differences (or lack of differences) may 

be explained. The hypotheses presented here are intended to focus the research on 

areas of interest, which will hopefully lead to theory development and more accurate 

prediction in the future. 

3.4.1 Impacts on Process Variables 

The study of the group process is, to a large degree, the study of how the 

group members interact. Because the different drawing modes are defmed in terms of 

member interaction, studying how much various groups use each of the drawing 

modes captures an important component of the group process. It was observed in the 

pilot experiments that whiteboard groups utilized the various drawing modes in 

different relative amounts than the eDT groups, indicating that the technology may 

impact the way in which the group works and interacts. eDT's allow multiple 

participants to draw simultaneously without physically getting in each other's way. It 

is certainly feasible that at least some eDT groups may make use of this capability, 

with the result being a decrease in the proportion of time spent with only one person 

drawing (scribe mode). Members of whiteboard groups may fmd it difficult to access 

the whiteboard while others are drawing, leading those groups to use the scribe mode 



more. 

Proposition 1: 

There are differences in the proportion of time that whiteboard and CDT groups 

spend in each drawing mode. 

Hypothesis la: 

CDT groups will spend proportionally less time using the scribe mode of drawing 

than whiteboard groups. 
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The measure used is the proportion of time spent in each mode, rather than the 

total number of minutes spent in each mode, so that differences in the total amount of 

time required to complete the task are controlled for. This, of course, implies that 

decreased use of one mode (measured as a proportion) results in an increase in one or 

both of the other two proportions. If scribe work is decreased because of CDT use, 

then either parallel or interactive use will increase. 

Some tasks may lend themselves more to parallel work, others to interactive 

work. If the information required to complete the task is distributed among all the 

group members, it is likely that there will need to be some communication in order 

for the group to proceed (Hirokawa, 1990). This communication is likely to result in 

more interactive work, rather than parallel work. If all group members have the 



necessary infonnation to complete the task, then parallel work becomes possible. 

When a eDT is used, either parallel or interactive work can be supported by the 

technology. Which mode is utilized more may depend on characteristics of the task, 

such as the distribution of infonnation. 

Hypothesis lb: 

eDT groups will spend proportionally more time using the interactive mode of 

drawing for those tasks in which infonnation is distributed than will eDT groups. 

Hypothesis Ic: 
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eDT groups will spend proportionally more time using the parallel mode of drawing 

for those tasks in which all members have the necessary infonnation. 

One of the shortcomings of conventional public drawing surfaces is that it is 

difficult for multiple people to use them at the same time. eDT's are designed so that 

multiple people can draw simultaneously, and there is an assumption that such a 

capability will remove barriers to participation and result in more equal participation. 

Proposition 2: 

eDT use results in more even participation among group members than whiteboard 

use. 
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GSS have been shown to increase the equality of participation in a group 

meeting. By and large, much of that impact has been attributed to anonymity and the 

ability for group members to share information in parallel. However, eDT's do not 

provide anonymity, as group members usually verbally communicate while drawing. 

This verbal communication must be included with drawing in any overall measure of 

participation. However, because eDT groups only have drawing supported by the 

technology, verbal communications may not differ widely between eDT and 

whiteboard groups. This means that any impact on the equality of participation in 

collaborative drawing groups must come solely from the capability of multiple people 

to draw simultaneously. 

Hypothesis 2a: 

Drawing participation will be more equal for eDT groups than for whiteboard 

groups. 

Hypothesis 2b: 

Verbal participation will not differ between eDT groups and whiteboard groups. 

3.4.2 Outcome Variables 
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Of all of the outcome variables that could be studied, perhaps one of the most 

relevant to the use of collaborative drawing tools is the amount of time necessary to 

complete a task. This is because the tools have been built with the implicit assumption 

that they will be able to reduce the time necessary for groups to complete a task that 

requires drawing, either by supporting distributed groups (and therefore reducing 

travel time), or by allowing participants to draw in parallel. 

It is not at all clear how CDT's may affect the amount of time necessary to 

complete a task. The complex relationships among the complete set of variables make 

it very difficult to predict whether time will be increased or decreased. However, the 

time to complete a group task is an indicator of communication efficiency (Siegel, et 

al., 1986). For drawing tools, it could also be seen as an indicator of drawing 

efficiency. 

Proposition 3: 

There are differences in the amount of time it takes whiteboard groups and CDT 

groups to complete a task. 

In the discussion of the relationships between task and technology 

characteristics, it was stated that certain tools may be better suited to particular kinds 

of tasks. If this is true, then the eDT impacts may be largely contingent on the 

combination of task and tool. 



Hypothesis 3: 

Using a structured drawing tool for an illustrative drawing task will take more time 

than using a whiteboard or sketching tool. 
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As noted earlier, time and qUality may be traded off against each other to 

some degree. If a group rushes through a task, quality may suffer. Likewise, the 

sharing and consideration of large amounts of information may take a long time, but 

result in a higher quality solution. By measuring both the qUality of a solution as well 

as the time it takes to come up with the solution, a more complete picture of group 

performance is obtained. 

Proposition 4: 

There will be differences in solution quality between COT and whiteboard groups. 

In addition, specific characteristics of the drawing technology may result in 

different levels of qUality. For example, groups using a whiteboard, because they may 

have to erase things as they work in order to make room for more drawing, may lose 

information, resulting in a lesser-quality solution. On the other hand, a large drawing 

space (like that available with some COT's) does not have to be erased, but it may 

not all fit on a single screen. The result may be that participants may not be able to 

"see the big picture," and understand the information in its entirety. Whether the net 
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result of a eDT will be reduced or improved quality is difficult to predict at this early 

stage of the research. 

3.5 Summary 

This chapter started out by developing a research model, based on models 

proposed for GSS research, and making it more specific by reviewing some of what 

was learned in pilot experiments. The resultant model emphasizes the complex 

network of relationships that exist within and among classes of variables. Any study 

of the impact on group processes and outcomes should take into account the status of 

the set of variables, as different mixes of situational variables may have very different 

results. 

From this model, hypotheses were developed around four important dependent 

variables: the proportion of time groups use different drawing modes, the equality of 

participation, the amount of time required to complete a task, and the quality of the 

solution (the specific variables of interest to this study are depicted in Figure 3.6). 

Although the independent variable posed in these hypotheses is the presence or 

absence of a eDT, the general research proposition refmes those hypotheses by 

positing a relationship between task and tool characteristics, and the dependent 

variables. 
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Situational Variables 

Task Characteristics 

Info Req'mts 

Task Type 

Process Variables Outcome 
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Part. ruall1y TIme 
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Qutll1y Mode Use 

Technology Characteristics / 
Tool Type 

Figure 3.6: Research model as used in this study 

The hypotheses and research propositions are purposefully stated in relatively 

non-specific tenns. This is because there is little to base highly specific hypotheses on 

at this point in the research. In exploratory research, we are less interested in 

predicting what impacts eDT's may have on a group, and more interested in 

explaining any impacts that may be found. 



4.0 RESEARCH DESIGN 

This research is based on laboratory experiments. Two similar experiments 

were perfonned. They differed primarily in the experimental task used. In each 

experiment, groups used either one of two different collaborative drawing tools or a 

whiteboard to complete a task. The use of two tasks and two collaborative drawing 

tools allowed for adequate testing of the four research propositions. 
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Analysis of variance (ANOV A) was the primary statistical analysis tool used to 

fmd test the hypotheses in both experiments. The design of the experiments is such 

that each requires three cells to be filled. Because there is no existing empirical 

collaborative drawing research to draw on, no previous infonnation regarding 

standard deviations for the required measures was available. Therefore, the number of 

groups needed per cell could not be directly detennined through statistical methods. 

However, early research on GSS has used as few as five groups per cell and found 

differences in measures similar to the ones of interest here (George, et aI., 1987; 

Steeb and Johnson, 1981). For this research, it was decided that a minimum of ten 

groups for each cell should provide a sufficiently large sample that significantly large 

differences would be found. 

4.1 Experiment One 
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The task used in the fIrst experiment required groups to complete a formal 

diagram. Group characteristics and context were held constant, and the type of 

technology was varied. A total of 38 groups participated in this experiment. Of these 

38 groups, data for three of the groups was not usable (due to software problems, or 

subjects having to leave early). This left a total of 35 groups for which data was used 

for analysis: eleven whiteboard groups, and twelve each of the Team Graphics and 

Blackbeard groups. 

4.1.1 Group Characteristics 

The group size was fIxed at three people. This is for two reasons: First, three 

is considered the lower threshold for what is usually considered a small group 

(Pallazzolo, 1981); second, it is unclear how well CDT's will "scale up" to larger 

groups. Because CDT's do not explicitly offer an electronic alternative for verbal 

communication, the effective group size may well be limited by the amount of verbal 

discussion that needs to go on. 

While CDT's can be used by distributed groups, in order to fairly compare 

CDT's to whiteboards, it was decided to have all groups work in the same room. 

CDT groups were seated in a row, with approximately two feet between each 

participant and the person seated next to her. This allowed participants to easily see 

and touch the person's screen next to them. Those participants on either end had a 

more diffIcult time seeing and touching each other's screens, although it was possible 
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for them to get out of their chairs to get a better view. 

Subjects were students in an undergraduate introductory !vf1S course, and were 

given course credit for participation. They signed up for a particular time slot, five 

people for each time slot. The three-person groups were then randomly selected from 

the five people that signed up, and then the group was assigned to a treatment 

(technology). 

The result of the signup and randomization procedure resulted in groups whose 

members generally did not know each other (a check was made of this and 

statistically controlled for). Therefore, the groups lacked a common history, and there 

existed little or no a priori cohesion within the group. 

4.1.2 Context 

Obviously, the groups were working in an experimental situation. Their 

perfonnance was not intended to be explicitly competitive, either within or across 

groups. They received no compensation based on their perfonnance. Therefore, it was 

important to choose a task which was intrinsically motivating. 

4.1.3 Task 

Experiment One was concerned with the study of CDT's used for diagramming 

tasks. Appropriate tasks that come to mind include the creation of flowcharts or data 
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flow diagrams. However, that would limit the pool of possible subjects to the 

relatively small proportion of the population that lmows how to use those 

diagramming techniques. An alternative would be to choose a diagramming task that 

does not require that the subjects lmow a complex diagramming syntax. 

Organization charts, which reflect the hierarchical relationships of people in an 

organization, are a form of diagram. Their syntax is simple, as only one type of 

relationship needs to be depicted. For this reason, subjects in Experiment One were 

required to complete an organization chart. 

In order to simulate a "real-life" situation where group members each have 

different information, the information required to complete the organization chart was 

distributed among the three subjects. Each subject got a stack of nine or ten 3" by 5" 

cards, each containing a textual statement explaining a relationship between two 

people in a hypothetical organization. For example, one card might say "Keen works 

for Almus," while another might say "Keen and Mitchell work for the same 

manager." 

Each subject received information not held by the other two. In order to 

complete the organization chart, the three subjects had to communicate with each 

other (they were not allowed to physically pass the cards among themselves) either 

verbally, through drawing, or a through a combination of the two. The fmal solution 

was an organization chart of thirty people, with lines drawn between supervisors and 

workers (see Figure 4.1). 
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Figure 4.1: Organization chart solution 
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The problem presented to the groups in this experiment was in actuality a type 

of puzzle. Each member had some pieces to the puzzle, and by sharing their pieces, 

they were able to complete the task. Therefore, the evaluation demand of the task was 

not particularly high, as the solution as the solution could easily verified in the end, 

simply by each person checking his or her cards to be sure they were reflected in the 

fmal organization chart. This task would also be considered to be of low-to-medium 

complexity, as the steps to completing the task should have been relatively clear, but 

the number of operations needed to complete the task was fairly high (due to thirty 

relationships spread among three people). 

4.1.4 Technology (Treatments) 
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A structured drawing tool, a sketching tool, and a whiteboard were used as the 

treatments in this experiment. The structure drawing tool is called Team Graphics, 

and is currently being developed and tested at Ventana Corporation, in preparation for 

release as a commercial product. The sketching tool is called Blackbeard, and is an 

academic prototype. Both tools were originally developed by Dr. Mark Pendergast. 

4.1.4.1 Team Graphics 

Team Graphics runs in the PC-LAN environment, and, like other structured 

drawing tools, is object-based. It has a very large, scroll able drawing space (up to 50 

screens by 50 screens), which may be displayed at many different scales (see Figure 

4.2). WYSIWIS is relaxed, so users have the capability to view different areas of the 

drawing surface, and to use different scaling factors. Changes made in the drawing 

space are reflected immediately on all users' screens (assuming they are viewing the 

area in which the change was made). 
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Figure 4.2: Organization chart displayed at different scales 
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Objects are drawn by selecting them from the tool palette on the left side of 

the screen, moving the cursor to the desired spot in the drawing area, and then 

depressing the mouse button and dragging the cursor until the object is of the desired 

size. Once created, objects can be deleted, copied, moved, or resized by any other 

user. Concurrency control methods are utilized so that only one user can make 

changes at a time to an object. 

Up to 5000 characters of text can be associated with a graphical object, 

allowing users to enter anything from a short label to a full explanation of an object. 

The font size of the text can be automatically adjusted to fit inside the object. 

Across the top of the screen are several pop-up menus, which increase the 

functionality of Team Graphics. For example, the Group menu allows users to make 

their cursor visible on other's screens, and to invoke a strict WYSIWIS mode. The 

View menu allows users to automatically scale the drawing area so that everything 

that has been drawn will fit on the display. However, many of these features were 

disabled for the purposes of the experiment, as it was not possible to train subjects in 

their proper use within the time available. Below is an explanation of what features 

were available to the subjects. 



Tool palette - the only text object the users could create were lines and text boxes 

(text boxes are dashed lines that appear around text). 

File menu - exit. 

Edit menu - cut, copy, and pasting of text and lines. 

View menu - zoom, view full diagram. 

Show menu - all disabled. 

Group menu - show group pointers (this allowed subjects to gesture with their 

cursors). 

Text, Options, Images, and Shape menus - all disabled. 
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Drawing Space - in order to reduce the possibility of users getting lost in the 

drawing space, it was reduced to approximately five screens by 

five screens in size. 

Pilot testing demonstrated that these capabilities were more than adequate to 

complete the diagramming task required in the experiment, and inclusion of more 

would simply have increased the possibility that subjects would get confused. 

4.1.4.2 Blackbeard 

Blackbeard is a much simpler tool than Team Graphics. To draw, users first 

select a virtual piece of chalk (or marker) from the area at the bottom of the screen. 

Once a piece of chalk has been selected, the mouse (or pen) cursor acts as a piece of 
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chalk, drawing on the screen whenever the mouse button is pressed. To erase, the 

eraser is selected from the bottom of the screen. Then, whenever the mouse button is 

pressed, the cursor changes to an eraser and erases what is under it. There are no 

editing functions, such as copy, delete, move, or resize, available. 

Figure 4.3 shows the organization chart drawn using Blackbeard. 
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Figure 4.3: Organization chart drawn using Blackbeard 

Users can either write with the pointing device (mouse or pen, although 

writing with a mouse is very difficult), or they can click the cursor at a spot on the 

screen where they want text to appear, and then type it at the keyboard. Text entered 

with the pointing device is text only in the sense that it is recognized as such by 

another person; the tool does not engage in text recognition. The typed text font is 
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fixed (10 pt), and once entered, becomes nothing more than a bit-mapped image to 

Blackbeard, just as lines drawn with the pointing device are. This means that the text 

is not editable either, although it can be erased with the eraser and rewritten. 

Multiple users can draw and erase in the same area simultaneously, and the 

screen is updated with changes from other users within a second or two. There is no 

way to show multiple users' cursors on the same screen, so cursor gesturing is of 

course not possible. There are no concurrency control mechanisms in place, as the 

tool does not recognize individual objects. Users can erase anything that has been 

drawn at any time, even if another is still in the process of creating it. 

The contiguous drawing space is only as large as a single screen, and therefore 

no zooming is necessary. However, more than one virtual blackboard is available at a 

time. Users may easily move to different boards by simply clicking the mouse on the 

right or left border, which moves them up or down one board. Each of the boards are 

numbered, and the number appears in brackets next to the session name. Up to ten 

boards are available, and users can move between them independently of each other. 

In effect, this means that WYSIWIS is relaxed, although users can easily ensure they 

are looking at the same thing simply by requesting that everyone look at the same 

board number. In short, Blackbeard acts very much like a set of virtual blackboards 

or whiteboards, where each user has chalk and an eraser at hand, and can draw and 

erase where he wants to at any time. 

Table 4.1 compares the features of TeamGraphics and Blackbeard. 
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TeamGraphics Blackbeard 

Tool Type Structured Drawing Sketching 
- indirect drawing interface - direct drawing interface 
- full function, including: - linlited to drawing and 

-editing erasing 
-zooming 
-inclusion of large bodies of 
text 

Drawing Space 5 x 5 screens, contiguous 10 boards, each one screen in 
size, discontiguous 

WYSIWIS Relaxed Relaxed 

Cursor Available Not available 
Gesturing 

View Size 13" monochrome screen 13" monochrome screen 

Interface Mouse Mouse 
Instrument 

Table 4.1: Tool Charactenstlcs as confI red for ex enment. gu p 

4.1.4.3 Whiteboard 

The whiteboard and the computers used for the experinIent were in the same 

room. The whiteboard measured approximately 48" x 60", and was mounted on a 

wall, easily accessible by all group members. All subjects were approximately 

equidistant from the whiteboard when they began working on the task. At least three 

markers of various colors were available during each session. 

4.1.6 Measures 

The primary dependent variables in this experinIent were the total time to 
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complete the task, the qUality of the solution, the equality of participation, and the 

proportion of time spent in each of the three drawing modes. In order to capture the 

process variables (mode use and participation), the sessions were videotaped and then 

analyzed. (The analysis process is described in detail in Chapter 5.) The total time 

required to complete the task was taken as the time when the group was told to begin, 

until they reported to the experimenter that they were fInished. 

In addition to these dependent variables, several pieces of infonnation were also 

captured through a questionnaire administered to the subjects at the beginning of each 

session (refer to Appendix A for a copy of the questionnaire). This infonnation was 

gathered for two reasons: fIrst, to check the homogeneity of the groups, and second, 

to look for possible covariates to use in the analysis of the dependent variables. 

Because subjects self-selected which time they were in the experiment (although 

not whether or not they were part of the group), there was a chance that at least two 

members knew each other. The questionnaire therefore asked how well each subject 

knew the other two subjects. 

Computer experience was another individual trait that might impact tool use. 

Three different questions asked about computer experience. One asked about general 

computer experience, one asked about using pointing devices, such as a mouse or 

pen, and one asked about experience using single-user computer drawing packages. 

Individuals differ in the degree to which they like and feel they are effective 

working in a group. Seven questions were related to the degree people were 
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comfortable with group meetings. In addition, two questions gathered infonnation on 

subjects's attitudes towards computers. 

All nine of the questions related to attitudes towards meetings and computers have 

been utilized in previous research. Although no reliability statistics are available, they 

have proven useful for research on group technologies. 

Research in cognitive psychology has long been interested in different cognitive 

styles, particularly as related to visual and verbal processes (e.g. Paivio, 1971). 

Research has shown that while most people have no strong preference for either 

verbal or visual mental processes, about one-sixth of the population does prefer one 

mode of cognition over the other (Richardson, 1977). As drawing makes explicit use 

of visual processes, it is conceivable that differences in verbalizer-visualizer 

tendencies may impact how a subject uses drawing. Therefore, a written verbalizer

visualizer test (Richardson, 1977) was administered to all subjects. This test has been 

found to be sound in tenns of reliability and validity (White, et al., 1977). 

4.1.7 Experimental Administration and Procedures 

As already stated, up to five people signed up for each time slot. As they arrived, 

subjects were asked to seat themselves anywhere in the room. At the specified time, 

three of the subjects were randomly chosen to comprise a group. The other subjects 

remained, but participated in the experiment as individuals. The individual data was 

not integral to this research, but the data was used to learn more about the use of the 
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tools, as will be discussed later. 

Subjects were then given a short introduction in which the experimeter introduced 

himself and thanked them for coming. The group members were then each given the 

questionnaire to complete, which included the questions and verbalizer-visualizer test 

discussed above, as well as basic demographic information. 

Once the subjects had completed the questionnaire, those groups (as well as the 

"extra" individuals) selected to use one of the eDT's were given an introduction to 

the proper tool. For Team Graphics groups, this included a seven to eight minute 

scripted demonstration of the tool. Each of the available tool features was 

demonstrated, and any questions the subjects had were answered. Then, subjects were 

encouraged to "play around" with the tool to familiarize themselves with its function. 

After a four to five minute period of this free activity, subjects were given a training 

task that required them to exercise all of the functions they were likely to use while 

completing the experimental task. The training task did not require the subjects to 

work together, and did not resemble the experimental task at all. 

Subjects were asked if they had questions numerous times during this training 

period, and once all of the subjects completed the training task, the tool was exited in 

preparation for working on the problem. For Team Graphics users, the training period 

took approximately twenty minutes to complete. 

The training period for Blackbeard users was considerably shorter than for Team 

Graphics groups. All of the features of the tool could be demonstrated within three to 
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four minutes. Once the subjects got their hands on the tool, they generally felt 

comfortable with the tool within another four to five minutes. Although Blackbeard 

users did not complete a formal training task, the experimenter asked each subject to 

demonstrate his or her ability to draw, enter text, and move to another board, 

therefore exercising all of the functions needed to complete the experimental task. The 

total training time for Blackbeard groups was approximately ten minutes. 

Whiteboard groups were given no training, as it was assumed that all subjects 

could utilize this common technology. 

After completion of the training task (for eDT groups) or the questionnaire (for 

whiteboard groups), the experimental task was explained to the subjects. The 

individuals who were not part of the group were given the same explanation as the 

group, as they were to work on the task alone, except they were told that they would 

receive all of the information at once. The explanation for the group was scripted as 

follows: 

Each one of you in the group will receive a stack of index 

cards. On each card is a description of a relationship 

between two people in a hypothetical organization. Your 

group's task is to create an organization chart that 

accurately reflects the working relationships of the people 

in this organization. An organization chart reflects "who 

works for whom" in an organization, and usually does so by 
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drawing lines between names. For example, if one card says 

"Sperry works for Williams," and another card says "Sperry 

and Johnson work for the same manager," that would be 

depicted in an organization chart as follows: 

Williams 

rr===:::!ll/ =====i1 1\1 1\1 
Sperry Johnson 

Each individual stack of cards describes only some of the 

relationships that exist - you must work together with the 

other two members of your group to create the entire 

organizataion chart. Here are some points you need to know: 

- you may not show your cards to the other members, but you 

may talk to each other and ask specific questions, as 

well as draw on the whiteboard/computer. 

there is no missing information. When all of the 

information on the cards held by the group is combined, 

you can create a complete organization chart. 

- you are to use the whiteboard/computer for all of your 

drawing. The final answer will be presented to me on the 

whiteboard/computer. 

When you all agree that the task has been completed, please 
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notify me. 

For purposes of analysis, the subjects were assigned member numbers (used only 

by the experimenter). Member One was always seated at the far left, Member Two in 

the middle, and Member Three on the right end. The cards were coded on the back, 

so each member always received the same cards, in random order. 

After completing this explanation, subjects were again asked if they had any 

question, either about the task or about the tool. For the eDT groups, "clean" 

drawing spaces were then made available to the group. For whiteboard groups, 

subjects were reminded that there were enough markers for each person to have one. 

Subjects were told that they were going to be videotaped, and the cameras were 

turned on. For eDT groups, the experimenter made a "log entry" with the tool so 

that the videotape could later be synchronized with the computer log of all activity 

(both tools logged all activity for later analysis). At this point, the subjects were given 

the appropriate stack of cards, and the group was asked to begin. 

The individual subjects, who had earlier been seated some distance from the 

group, were also told to begin. For those individuals using either TeamGraphics or 

Blackbeard, they used the tool in "single user mode;" that is, they did not have access 

to the work being done by anyone else. Those individuals not using a eDT were 

given two sheets of 8.5" x 11" paper and a pencil to use for drawing. The 

information provided to the individuals was exactly the same as what was provided to 
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the groups, except that the statements were printed on two sheets of paper instead of 

index cards. 

The time at which the groups and individuals began working was written down. 

When an individual or a group notified the experimenter that they were fInished, the 

time was again noted and the videocameras turned off. Upon completion, subjects 

were told the pUlpose of the experiment, thanked for their cooperation, and 

dismissed. The total time the subjects spent in the room varied from 45 minutes to an 

hour and 45 minutes, with most groups present for one hour. 

4.2 Experiment Two 

In Experiment Two, all conditions were the same as Experiment One, with the 

exception of the task and the administrative procedures. In total, 37 groups 

participated in Experiment Two. Usable data was gathered from 33 of those groups: 

Twelve whiteboard groups, ten TeamGraphics groups, and eleven Blackbeard groups. 

Groups were drawn from the same undergraduate classes as the subjects in 

Experiment One. All Experiment Two sessions were held in the same room as 

Experiment One, using the same technologies: whiteboard, Team Graphics, or 

Blackbeard. 

4.2.1 Task 

Experiment One was designed to investigate the use of COT's in a diagramming 
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task. Experiment Two was designed to study the impact eDT's make on an 

illustrative drawing task. Therefore, it was important to utilize an experimental task in 

which drawing could be useful for the group, but not necessarily the objective of the 

group. 

An illustrative drawing task that has been used in the early studies of collaborative 

drawing is the design of a physical device. In one study, for example, groups were 

asked to design a credit card interface for a gasoline pump (Minneman and Bly, 

1991). Such tasks utilize illustrative drawings, in which members share ideas by 

sketching them on the drawing surface. However, this sketching may become rather 

detailed and precise, and some subjects may not have the ability to draw precisely 

enough to get across their ideas. 

Instead, a rather simple illustrative drawing task was used for this experiment. It 

required the subjects to design a simple telecommunications network between four 

cities. Two types of lines, which differed ill cost and speed, could be leased from the 

phone company. The groups were asked to come up with a minimal cost configuration 

that would support the given amount of traffic between the cities. By utilizing 

different speed lines and concentrating the network traffic through different cities, 

there were many different configurations that could be tried. (For details on the task, 

refer to Appendix A.) 

Pilot experiments with the network design task showed that groups invariably 

utilized sketches of the possible network connections to help solve this task, even 
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though the fmal answer could be presented in pure text. Each member of the group 

received the same information, so there was no information distribution as in 

Experiment One. The complexity of the network design task was somewhat higher 

than the organization chart task used in Experiment One. Although it was clear that 

the objective was to minimize the cost of the network while still supporting the 

required traffic, there were many different operations that could be tried to come up 

with a good solution. Also, there was no way for the subjects to know when they had 

reached the best solution possible, meaning that the task had a high evaluation 

demand. 

While the groups in Experiment One had to communicate with each other in order 

to combine the information, groups in Experiment Two had only to communicate with 

each other when they decided on a fmal answer for the group. This provided freedom 

for groups to use a number of different strategies for completing the task. 

4.2.2 Experimental Administration and Procedures 

The selection of students was exactly the same as in Experiment One. Up to five 

subjects signed up for a time slot, and a group of three was randomly selected from 

the five. The introduction, questionnaire, and tool training were the same as in 

Experiment One. However, when the time came to explain the experimental task, a 

handout explaining the task was given to the subjects (refer to Appendix A). The 

information subjects were given consisted of three matrices. The first matrix showed 



the amount of traffic between each pair of cities. The second and third matrices 

showed the cost of the fast and slow lines, respectively. The handout was read 

outloud by the experimenter. In order to ensure that the subjects understood the 

problem, a sample problem was worked through on the whiteboard. 
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Any questions were answered, and then new drawing spaces were brought up in 

TeamGraphics or Blackbeard. Because the problem required some simple two-column 

addition, pencil and paper were supplied to the subjects using the CDT's (whiteboard 

groups simply used the whiteboard for addition). The CDT groups were then 

reminded that all drawing and writing, with the exception of the addition, was to be 

done using the tool. The videocameras were turned on, and after the experimenter 

completed a log entry, the group was told to begin. 

4.3 Summary 

Between the two experiments, data was collected from a total of 204 subjects, who 

participated as members of 68 different groups. This fulfilled the requirement to have 

a minimum of at least ten groups in each of the six cells needed across both 

experiments. The amount of time required to complete the task was recorded for each 

group. The groups at work were recorded on videotape, which were used for later 

analysis of the group process, including participation and the proportion of time the 

group spent working in each mode. 
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5.0 ANALYSIS AND RESULTS 

Chapter 3 presented four propositions about important differences between the 

process and outcomes of groups using CDTs or whiteboards. Proposition 1 

investigates the proportion of time groups spend working in each of the three modes. 

Proposition 2 compares the equality of participation between CDT and whiteboard 

groups. Proposition 3 examines differences in the amount of time whiteboard and 

CDT groups take to complete a task. Proposition 4 examines the impact of CDT and 

whiteboard use on solution qUality. Two experiments were performed to collect data 

from a total of 68 three-person groups. The experiments utilized the same dependent 

variables, as they were both designed to test the four propositions. 

The dependent variables of these propositions were intended to be as objectively 

measurable as possible. For the outcome variables (time and quality), this requirement 

was quite easily met. However, the process variables (mode use and equality of 

participation) were more difficult to measure objectively. After a section describing 

the characteristics of the subjects (demographics), section 5.2 explains how the 

objective measurement of the variables was obtained, using videotapes of the sessions, 

and for CDT groups, corresponding computer logs of drawing activities. Section 5.3 

discusses the measurement of the outcome variables, followed by the results of the 

analysis in Section 5.4. Section 5.5 offers a consise summary of the results. 
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5.1 Subject Characteristics 

The subjects in the two experiments were undergraduate business majors. Their 

mean age was 20.25 years, and 56% of the subjects were female. They typically had 

at least some experience with computers, as 83 % of the subjects had used computers 

more than ten times. A large majority (92 %) had used a computer mouse at least once 

prior to the experiment, but only 56 % had used a mouse more than ten times. Only 

58 % had ever used a single-user computer drafting, drawing, or paint package before. 

In only 20 % of the groups did any of the subjects know each other before the 

experiment began, and in slightly less than 10% did two subjects know each other at 

least "fairly well." 

5.2 Coding Scheme for Analysis of Process Variables 

To quantify differences between levels of participation, and between drawing 

modes, a coding scheme was developed as a way to analyze the sessions. The 

different drawing modes are defmed in tenus of how the group members combine 

verbal communication and drawing activities. Participation is defmed in terms of 

drawing participation and verbal participation. Therefore, the coding scheme was 

required to capture the temporal pattern of drawing and speaking as a way to measure 

mode use and participation. As this research is some of the first of its type, there are 

no published coding schemes that fully capture this combination of drawing and 

speaking. Useful analysis techniques exist for the study of group processes (e.g. 



Interaction Process Analysis (Bales, 1950); Putnam Procedural Messages (Putnam, 

1981», but these techniques do not include ways to code drawing activities. 
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In order to derive a useful coding scheme, videotapes of the experimental groups 

and computer logs of drawing activity were observed, with the researcher looking for 

ways to consistently differentiate between the drawing modes. Another goal of these 

observations was to develop a quantitative measure ot participation. From this 

qualitative analysis of several group sessions, the following was observed: 

1. Although by defInition only one scribe can be drawing for the group at a time, 

different group members may play the role of scribe during a session. Tltis 

trading of scribe roles could be confused with interactive drawing. However, it 

was observed that, if a member was the only one drawing and communicating 

with the group for at least one minute, he was very likely to continue as the 

only person drawing (the scribe) for the following several minutes. In other 

words, one seems to become the de facto scribe after about one minute. 

2. Group members commonly alternate between para1Iel and interactive modes of 

drawing. Any coding scheme must be fme-grained enough to determine when a 

switch was made from one mode of work to another. 

3. Two group members can engage in interactive or scribe modes of activity, while 



the third works in parallel. Therefore, any coding scheme must be done at the 

individual, and not group, level. 
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4. Verbal participation could be measured by counting the number of verbal 

comments, although defining a "comment" would be quite SUbjective. It would be 

even more difficult to quantify drawing participation as, for instance, the number 

of graphical objects drawn, because it would be difficult to defme a graphical 

object with some technologies. Therefore, the coding scheme should rely instead 

on recording activities as they relate to time, rather than simply counting specillc 

types of activities. 

Using these observations, a two-part coding scheme was developed. The first part 

was based on recording each person's activities during a given time period. 

Specillcally, the entire time the group worked was broken up into fifteen second 

intervals. Within each of those intervals, whether a person drew (obtained from the 

computer log for CDT groups, and from the videotape for whiteboard groups) or 

spoke was noted for each member. If they did speak, it was noted who they spoke to. 

This first part of the procedure met the goal of being objective, as no judgements had 

to be made on what mode was in use by the group. Also, fifteen second time intervals 

proved to be fme-grained enough (several different time intervals were tried) to 

discriminate between the different modes. (See Appendix for sample coding sheet.) 
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The second part of the coding scheme required analysis of the filled-in coding 

sheets in order to determine what mode the group members were working in. From 

the coding sheets, the following information was available: who drew, who spoke, 

and who they spoke to. By invoking a fairly straightforward set of rules, this 

information was then used to determine the group's use of each of the three drawing 

modes. Each fIfteen second interval for each individual was assigned to either the 

scribe, interactive, or parallel mode based on the following coding rules (note: 

communication refers to either speaking or being spoken to): 

1. If at least two people drew and communicated with each other during that interval, 

that interval for all individuals involved was coded as interactive. 

2. If one person drew, but did not communicate with others, that interval for that 

individual was coded as parallel. 

3. If only one person was drawing and communicating for at least four consecutive 

intervals (one minute), that person's interval was coded as scribe. The non

drawing members' intervals were left blank. 

4. One person could be coded as working in parallel, while the other two 

communicated only with each other. The two working together could be coded as 

either interactive or scribe by invoking either Rule 1 or Rule 3. 

Using the coding scheme described above, the total number of time intervals spent 
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in each drawing mode was calculated for each member. This resulted in three 

numbers for each mode, which were then added together to create a group total for 

each mode. Finally, the group mode total was divided by the total number of drawing 

intervals for the group, resulting in a proportion of total drawing intervals for each 

mode (see Figure 5.1 for an example). By utilizing proportions, differences in the 

total amount of time required to complete the task do not affect the results. 

Scribe Parallel Interactive Total Drawing 

Member 1 10 

Member 2 27 

Member 3 9 

Total 46 

Scribe proportion: 46/167=.275 
Parallel proportion: 43/167 = .257 
Interactive proportion: 78/167 = .467 

22 35 

4 11 

17 32 

43 78 

Figure 5.1: Example of calculations for mode use proportions (one group) 

67 

42 

58 

167 

This coding procedure resulted in an objective analysis of the group process. More 

importantly, it passed a "reasonableness" test, by comparing the results of several 

coded sessions with a second viewing of the original videotapes. This comparison 

showed that the coding scheme seemed to accurately capture the group's use of the 

drawing modes. The coding scheme also had the benefit of providing quantitative data 

for the analysis of participation. 

A drawing participation measure and a verbal participation measure were derived 
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for each subject by counting the total number of time intervals in which that person 

drew or spoke. Then, a total drawing participation and a total verbal participation 

measure was calculated for the entire group by adding the totals from each of the 

three members together. The group participation totals (one for drawing, and one for 

verbal) were then divided back into the individual totals, resulting in a "proportion of 

total drawing participation," and a "proportion of total verbal participation" for each 

individual. It was necessary to utilize proportions, rather than total units of 

participation, in order to control for differences in the total times that groups required 

to complete the task. 

Once proportional measures of participation were available, a "coefficient of 

participation" was derived for each subject by computing the standard deviation of 

participation for each group (Jarvenpaa, Rao, and Huber, 1988). This number served 

as an indicator of the variance of participation within each group, and it was then 

used as the measure for equality of participation within the group. Mathematically, 

the coefficient of participation was derived thusly: 



Where: 
i = member number 
j = time interval 
n = total number of time intervals 
P = participation proportion 
C = coefficient of participation 
XjJ = 0 - did not participate 
XjJ = 1 - participated 

3 n 

LLX,,} 
1=1 }=1 

3 

5.3 Measurement of Outcome Variables 

c 

Time to complete the task and solution quality were the two outcome variables 

measured in this task. Time to complete the task was simply measured as the total 
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number of minutes that transpired from the time the group was told to begin until they 

notified the experimenter that they were flnished. The measurement of solution quality 
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was dependent on the experimental task. 

For Experiment One, the groups were required to complete an organization chart. 

Solution quality was detennined by counting the number of relationships incorrectly 

depicted in the fmal solution. Therefore, the fewer the errors, the higher the solution 

quality. A relationship was detennined to be incorrectly depicted if it was either 

missing, or if someone was shown to be directly working for the wrong person. 

For Experiment Two, groups had to come up with a minimal cost network 

configuration that supported the required amount of traffic. Therefore, the lower the 

solution cost, the higher the quality of the solution. The most expensive configuration 

that could be used (if the network were configured in the manner suggested by the 

tables, where every city is directly connected to every other city) resulted in a total 

cost of $310. The least expensive configuration cost $200. The fIrst detennination to 

be made regarding solution quality was whether the solution would support the 

required traffIc. If the proposed solution did not, the solution was assigned a solution 

cost of $310. If it would support the traffIc, the solution cost was calculated, and then 

that number was used as that group's solution cost. 

5.4 Results 

Using the measures obtained through the above procedures, statistical analyses 

were used to fmd differences among structured drawing tool groups, sketching tool 

groups, and whiteboard groups. Because the two experiments were essentially using 
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the exact same measures for dependent variables (with the exception of solution 

quality, which was task dependent), the results of both experiments will be discussed 

together as they relate to each proposition. 

5.4.1 Proposition 1 Results 

Proposition 1 stated that: 

There are differences in the proportion of time that whiteboard and eDT groups 

spend in each drawing mode. 

Hypothesis la predicts that eDT groups will spend proportionally less time using 

the scribe mode than whiteboard groups. The results of the ANOV A are as follows: 

Whiteboard Structured Sketching F-value 
Draw Tool Tool 

Experiment Scribe .4423 .1847 .2101 3.868* 
One (2,34) Proportion (.3233) (.2493) (.1202) 

Experiment Scribe .6304 .4688 .2916 2.900t 
Two (2,32) Proportion (.3185) (.3743) (.3208) 

Table 5.1: ANOV A results for scribe proportions 
(t p < .10; * P < .05) 

As can be seen, an ANOV A shows that there are significant differences in the 

proportion of time eDT and whiteboard groups utilize the scribe mode of drawing. 

Hypothesis Ib stated that eDT groups will spend proportionally more time using 
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the interactive mode of drawing for distributed information tasks than will whiteboard 

groups. Only Experiment One utilized a task in which information was distributed 

among group members. Experiment Two utilized a task in which information was not 

distributed. In order to support Hypothesis Ib, differences should be found in 

interactive mode use for Experiment One, but not for Experiment Two. As can be 

seen from Table 5.2, the results of the ANOVA generally supported this hypothesis. 

Whiteboard Structured Sketching F-value 
Draw Tool Tool 

Experiment Interactive .2590 .3983 .4792 4.770* 
One Proportion (.1182) (.2251) (.1515) 

Experiment Interactive .2966 .2839 .3039 .022 
Two Proportion (.2221) (.2643) (.1658) 

Table j.2: ANOVA results for Interactive Mode Use. 
(t p < .10; * P < .05) 

Hypothesis Ic stated that for tasks in which all members had the necessary 

information (information not distributed), that eDT groups will spend proportionally 

more time using the parallel mode of drawing than whiteboard groups. Experiment 

Two utilized a task in which all members were given the same information, and the 

task for Experiment One used distributed information. Therefore, differences should 

be found in parallel mode use for Experiment Two, but not necessarily for 

Experiment One if Hypothesis lc is to be supported. This is the case, as can be seen 

in Table 5.3. 



Whiteboard Structured Sketching 
Draw Tool Tool 

Experiment Parallel 
One Proportion 

.2987 
(.2781) 

.4170 
(.2863) 

Experiment Parallel .0730 .2473 
Two Proportion (.1441) (.2435) 

Table 5.3: ANOVA results for Parallel Mode Use. 
(t p < .10; * P < .05) 

.3107 
(.0751) 

.4045 
(.2597) 
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F-value 

.919 

6.606* 

In summary, all three hypotheses related to Proposition 1 were supported. eDT 

and whiteboard groups do tend to utilize the three drawing modes in different 

proportions. 

5.4.2 Proposition 2 Results 

Proposition 2 stated that: 

eDT use results in more even participation than whiteboard use. 

This proposition was broken down into two hypotheses: one related to drawing 

participation, and the other related to verbal participation. Hypothesis 2a posited that 

drawing participation will be more equal for eDT groups than for whiteboard groups. 

Using the derived coefficient of participation, an ANOVA was calculated to compare 

the different groups (see Table 5.4). 



Experiment 
One 

Drawing 
Part. 

Whiteboard Structured 

.2680 
(.1905) 

Draw Tool 

.1875 
(.1278) 

Sketching 
Tool 

.1670 
(.0814) 

F-value 

1.679 

Experiment Drawing .3271 .3691 .1973 3.126t 
Two Part. (.1544) (.1973) (.1632) 

Table 5.4: ANOV A results for equality of drawmg partIcIpatIon (higher numbers 
mean higher variances of participation within the groups). 

(tp < .10; *p < .05) 
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The results for Experiment One were not significant, although the means were in 

the direction predicted. The results for Experiment Two were only significant at the p 

< .10 level. More importantly, the structured drawing tool groups had the highest 

mean coefficient of participation, denoting relatively unequal participation. However, 

Duncan's multiple range test (Duncan, 1955) showed only that sketching tool groups 

had significantly more even participation than either structured drawing tool groups or 

whiteboard groups (p < .10). This does not really provide support for the hypothesis 

that drawing participation will be more equal for CDT groups. Instead, it appears that 

only sketching tool groups may provide more equal participation. 

Hypothesis 2b states that verbal participation will not differ between CDT and 

whiteboard groups. Table 5.5 shows that there were, in fact, no significant differences 

found between CDT and whiteboard groups. 

Whiteboard Structured Sketching F-value 
Draw Tool Tool 
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Experiment Verbal .1033 .1284 .1029 .604 
One Part. (.0777) (.0631) (.0523) 

Experiment Verbal .0964 .1394 .1283 1.025 
Two Part. (.0740) (.0815) (.0660) 

Taken together, the results from testing Hypothesis 2a and Hypothesis 2b offer 

fairly weak support for Proposition 2. There does seem to be somewhat less variation 

of drawing participation in sketching tool groups than in whiteboard groups. 

However, no differences were found in verbal participation (as predicted in 

Hypothesis 2b), so any impact that CDTs may make on participation will have to be 

done by affecting drawing, and not verbal, participation. 

5.4.3 Proposition 3 Results 

Proposition 3 suggests that: 

There are differences in the amount of time it takes whiteboard and CDT groups to 

complete a task. 

Whether CDT or whiteboard use leads to faster task completion is difficult to 

predict, as there are many factors that may impact the amount of time a group takes 

to complete a task beyond the direct effects of the technology itself. However, as can 

be seen in Table 5.6, for the conditions set up in the two experiments, whiteboard use 

led to shorter completion times. 



Experiment 
One 

Time 
(minutes) 

Whiteboard Structured Sketching 

18.45 
(7.20) 

Draw Tool Tool 

45.58 
(14.88) 

30.67 
(8.52) 

Experiment Time 21.00 39.30 27.50 
Two (minutes) (9.17) (14.37) (11.59) 

Table 5.6: ANOVA results for total time to complete the task. 
(tp < .10; *p < .05) 
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F-value 

18.137* 

6.270* 

Hypothesis 3 refmes the above proposition, and predicts that the mix of tool and 

task may also impact the time to complete a task. Specifically, it is suggested that it 

will take longer to complete an illustrative drawing task using a structured drawing 

tool than using either a whiteboard or sketching tool. Experiment Two utilized an 

illustrative drawing task. The population means presented in Table 5.6 show that 

groups using the structured drawing tool did in fact take longer to complete the task 

for Experiment Two than both the sketching tool groups and the whiteboard groups. 

However, the testing of Hypothesis 3 requires pairwise comparisons between the 

groups. A procedure commonly used for this purpose is Scheffe's S method (Scheffe, 

1953). Results from this test show that at the p < .05 level, the structured drawing 

tool groups took longer than the whiteboard groups. There were no significant 

fmdings when comparing structured drawing tool groups to sketching tool groups. 

These results provide some evidence to support Hypothesis 3, although not as strongly 

as if both sketching tool groups and whiteboard groups had been faster than structured 

drawing tool groups. 

Overall, there is strong support for Proposition 3. There were significant 
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differences found for both experiments, and the population means suggest that 

whiteboard groups were fastest to both experiments. 

5.4.4 Proposition 4 Results 

Proposition 4 states that: 

There will be differences in solution quality between CDT and whiteboard groups. 

Experiment One measured solution quality as the number of errors made in the 

organization chart. Therefore, the lower the number of errors, the higher the solution 

qUality. Experiment Two measured solution quality as the cost of the solution (in 

dollars). Therefore, a lower number also indicates a higher solution quality for 

Experiment Two. Table 5.7 presents the results of an ANOVA testing Proposition 4. 

Whiteboard Structured Sketching F-value 
Draw Tool Tool 

Experiment Quality .45 1.55 .50 2.041 
One (errors) (1.04) (2.21) (.67) 

Experiment Quality 223.30 232.00 227.70 .509 
Two (cost in $) (31.56) (18.74) (16.03) 

Table ).7: ANOVA results for solution quality. 

There were no significant differences found in solution quality. Therefore, 

Proposition 4 cannot be supported. 
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5.5 Summary 

In general, CDT use impacted mode use, equality of drawing participation, and 

time to complete a task. Specifically, whiteboard groups tended to use the scribe 

mode of working more than CDT groups, strongly supporting Proposition 1. Also, if 

the information needed to complete a task was distributed among group members, 

CDT groups used the interactive mode of working more than whiteboard groups. If 

the information was not distributed, CDT groups used the parallel mode of working 

more than whiteboard groups. 

Drawing participation was found to be more equal for CDT groups in Experiment 

Two, but no differences were found in Experiment One, providing only moderate 

support for Proposition 2. Whiteboard use was found to result in faster completion 

times in both Experiment One and in Experiment Two, lending strong support for 

Proposition 3. Finally, no differences were found in the solution quality of the 

different groups, so Proposition 4 was not supported. Chapter 6 will discuss the 

results presented in this chapter by analyzing them in more detail and clarifying their 

implications. 



6.0 DISCUSSION AND IMPUCATIONS 

This chapter examines in more detail the results described in Chapter 5. By 

combining qualitative data and further quantitative analyses, a more complete 

understanding of the impacts of CDTs can be formed. The analysis presented in 

Chapter 5 uncovered three significant fmdings: 

1. CDT use impacts the degree to which groups utilize different drawing modes. 
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CDT groups use the scribe mode less than whiteboard groups, and use either the 

parallel or interactive modes more, depending on how information is distrubuted 

among group members. 

2. CDT use impacts the equality of drawing participation. Sketching tool groups have 

more equal drawing participation among members than whiteboard groups, but the 

comparison of structured drawing tool groups to whiteboard groups was 

inconclusive. Verbal participation is not significantly impacted by CDT use. 

3. CDT use impacts the amount of time it takes to complete a task. CDT groups 

generally take longer to complete a task than whiteboard groups. This is especially 

true if a structured diagramming tool is used for an illustrative drawing task. 
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These points will be expounded upon and interpreted in the following sections, 

with particular attention paid to explaining why these results occured. Section 6.1 

discusses the differences found in mode use, Section 6.2 explains the impacts on 

equality of participation, and Section 6.3 expounds on differences found in completion 

times. Section 6.4 further interprets the relationships between the fmdings, and 

summarizes the chapter. 

6.1 Mode Use 

As stated in Chapter 3, COTs enable multiple people to draw simultmeously 

without physically getting in each other's way. The experiments showed that this 

increased ability to work interactively and in parallel in fact led to increases in these 

modes of activity. This was particularly true for Experiment Two, in which all 

necessary information was available to all three subjects. For Experiment Two, 

structured drawing tool users employed the parallel mode of work over three times as 

much as whiteboard groups. On average, sketching tool groups used the parallel mode 

over five times as much as whiteboard groups in Experiment Two. 

Interestingly, a number of groups never explicitly discussed what strategy to use 

for completing the task, and just assumed that everyone would work in parallel, at 

least at the beginning. This assumption of parallel activity seemed more prevalent in 

COT groups than whiteboard groups. It seems that COTs did more than enable 

parallel activity for some groups - they actually suggested it. 
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The high level of parallel activitY in Experiment Two was accomplished by each 

of the group members going to a separate area in the drawing space (for the 

structured drawing tool), or to a different board (for the sketching tool). Once they 

began working separately, they could not see what the other two participants were 

drawing without explicitly going through the mechanics of changing their view of the 

drawing space. This led to very long periods (up to forty minutes in one case) where 

each member worked alone without talking to the others. In contrast, whiteboard 

groups seldom went for more than a few minutes without talking to each other. This 

led to more whiteboard drawing activity being coded as either scribe or interactive 

work. 

In addition to the fact that CDTs enable parallel activity, there may be other 

reasons that CDT groups worked more in parallel (at least in Experiment Two). The 

whiteboard used in the experiments was large enough for all three participants to draw 

on the board simultaneously without constantly obstructing each other's work. In fact, 

whiteboard groups used either the parallel or interactive modes over 46 % of the time 

across the two experiments. However, whiteboard groups seldom had very long 

periods where no verbal discussion took place. A factor leading to this may be that 

the act of drawing on a whiteboard seems to draw attention to the drawing, even 

when the person doing the drawing does not intend it. Whiteboard drawing involves 

more physical movement than drawing with a mouse on a computer screen - the hand, 

arm, and sometimes the whole body moves while drawing on a whiteboard. In 
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addition, the drawing itself is readily visible to the other group members. 

Observations of the whiteboard groups showed that members would many times 

glance over at what another member was working on, become interested, and begin 

discussing what was being drawn. 

In contrast, eDT group members sometimes appeared to be unaware that the 

others were even drawing. The relatively small amount of physical motion required to 

draw with the computer did not appear to be sufficient to capture another's attention, 

and because they were viewing different areas of the drawing space (or different 

boards), they could not readily see what others were drawing. The end result was that 

sometimes the eDT users resembled three independent individuals, rather than a 

group. 

Although the differences in parallel mode use were significant for Experiment 

Two, they were not for Experiment One. This, of course, was expected, as 

Hypotheses Ib and lc suggested that parallel and interactive mode use would be 

affected by the distribution of information. However, some of the differences between 

eDT and whiteboard groups may have been masked by the coding scheme used. eDT 

groups may have employed the parallel mode even more than was actually coded. 

This is because the coding scheme did not discriminate between different types of 

verbal communication; any spoken words were recorded. Groups using the eDTs 

tended to discuss how to use the tool, while whiteboard groups had no such 

discussions. Because of this, when one member would ask another member how to do 
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something with the tool (e.g., "How do you delete a line?"), that communication 

would result in the activity being coded as interactive, when in actuality, it could be 

viewed as parallel work. 

Whiteboard groups made use of the scribe mode of drawing significantly more 

than eDT groups (approximately twice as much, on average). An analysis of the data 

shows that across both experiments, there were a number of groups in which a single 

person served as the scribe for the group (as opposed to "rotating" scribes). Of these, 

ten were whiteboard groups, six were groups that used the structured drawing tool, 

and two were groups that used the sketching tool. More important than the numbers, 

however, was the observation that different groups used a single scribe for two 

primary reasons: leadership abilities, and technology abilities. 

For whiteboard groups, the scribe was often the most outspoken of the three, and 

served as both the scribe and leader for the group. For structured drawing tool 

groups, the single scribe emerged for another reason. The structured drawing tool had 

the most complex interface of the three different technologies. In a number of the 

structured drawing tool groups, one person seemed to understand how to use the tool 

better than the other two. In those groups, that person was likely to serve as the 

scribe, responsible for all drawing. However, that person did not appear to dominate 

the meeting as the scribe tended to do in the whiteboard groups. Instead, the 

structured drawing tool scribe was more likely to be under the direction of one or 

both of the other group members. 
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Because only two sketching tool groups used a single scribe, it was difficult to 

fmd a pattern in their scribe activity. However, the fact that so few sketching tool 

groups used a single scribe suggests that all members were generally comfortable 

using the teclmology. This is further supported by the fact that drawing participation 

was more equal in sketching tool groups than either whiteboard or structured drawing 

tool groups. If the simpler eDT interface leads to less scribe mode use, then it may 

be that there is a relationship between familiarity with an interface and scribe mode 

use. Specifically, if all group members had been more comfortable with the structured 

drawing tool, perhaps those groups would have used the scribe mode less than they 

did. 

6.2 Equality of Participation 

Although the results of an ANOV A showed that eDT groups participated in 

drawing more evenly than whiteboard groups in Experiment Two, further analysis 

shows this to be only partially true. Both Scheffe's S method and Duncan's multiple 

range test (Duncan, 1955) were used to determine more precisely where the 

differences lie among the three means for Experiment Two. The differences were not 

pronounced enough to be found significant by Scheffe's S method, but the more 

powerful Duncan's test did detect differences. The result of this test show that the 

sketching tool groups had more equal drawing participation than either the structured 

drawing tool groups or the whiteboard groups (p < .10). Given that sketching tool 



groups on average used the scribe mode less than either structured drawing tool 

groups or whiteboard groups, this result is not surprising. However, the fact that 

structured drawing tool groups had the highest mean level of variance participation 

(Le., they had the least equality of drawing participation, although not statistically 

significant) of the three groups deserves further investigation, as this in fact runs 

contrary to the hypothesis. 
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At least some of this inequality of participation may be explained by the way in 

which some structured drawing tool groups allowed all drawing to be done by a single 

scribe, as discussed above. Another reason may be found in the way in which some 

of the structured drawing tool group members behaved during Experiment Two. 

Experiment Two presented the subjects with a relatively complex problem that 

required the group to come up with a minimal-cost network configuration. In a 

number of cases, including groups using any of the three technologies, at least one of 

the members had a difficult time understanding how to go about solving the network 

configuration task. However, it seems that different technologies led groups and 

individuals to handle this differently. For example, when a member of a whiteboard 

group did not understand the problem sufficiently, this usually became obvious to the 

other group members, as the person who lacked understanding did not participate 

either verbally or by drawing. (It was noted by the researcher that subjects were 

reluctant to reveal their lack of understanding directly, although this did occasionally 

occur.) Once other whiteboard group members realized that a member of the group 



did not understand the problem, they would many times work through examples on 

the board. Once the confused group member understood the problem, he was then 

able to participate in the task. 
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Other times, if the other group members were not able to readily help their 

confused colleague, he would draw on his own. It seems that by drawing a number of 

examples, and then occasionally asking the other group members if he was on the 

right track, he hoped to fmally understand the problem. The whiteboard and marker 

seemed to serve as tools to help the subject to think and understand, in addition to 

helping him communicate. 

Therefore, whiteboard drawing activity was kept from being drastically unequal 

for two reasons: First, the confusion of group members was noticeable to others, who 

were then able to help, and second, because in order to better understand the 

problem, subjects engaged in drawing. 

It is suggested that the same processes that resulted in evening out drawing 

participation for whiteboard groups did not occur for CDT groups. It was difficult for 

group members to perceive when one member of the group did not understand the 

task. This is because it was not obvious to others when one person was not drawing 

with a CDT. Other group members seemed to assume that the confused subject was 

simply working in parallel, when in fact he may not have been working productively 

at all. 

In other cases, confused subjects attempted to use the CDT as a "thinking tool, " 
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just as the whiteboard users did. For sketching tool users, this seemed to work, as the 

tool interface was quite suitable for that type of drawing. Unfortunately, though, the 

complexity of using the structured drawing tool seemed to add to the cognitive load of 

the confused subjects. The net result in three cases was for the subject to simply give 

up on the task. In two of these cases, the confused subject would create the 

appearance that he was working. In the third, the subject obviously "disengaged" 

himself from the group, and spent the rest of the session without drawing or 

communicating with the others. Although this was no doubt obvious to the other 

group members, it was either interpreted as lack of interest on the part of the third 

subject, or the other two felt that it was not worth the effort to try to include the third 

subject. 

Significant differences in drawing participation were not found in Experiment 

One. This may simply be because, given the sample size, the power of the test may 

not have been sufficient to detect significant differences. This is plausible, as the 

magnitude of the coefficients of participation were ordered in a manner consistent 

with Hypothesis 2a. That is, the whiteboard groups' mean was higher than either of 

the means for the eDT groups. 

Another reason signficant differences were not found in drawing participation for 

Experiment One may be related to the infonnation characteristics of the task. In 

Experiment Two, the infonnation necessary to complete the task was available to all 

group members. Therefore, no one had to rely on anyone else's infonnation to 



complete the task (hence, the increase in use of the parallel mode). In Experiment 

One, the infonnation necessary to complete the organization chart was distributed 

among the three group members. In short, some participation was necessary for all 

group members in Experiment One, but the infonnation requirements of the 

Experiment Two task did not necessarily promote participation from all members. 
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Many groups (with the exception of those groups that primarily used the scribe 

mode) utilized drawing to share the infonnation used in the Experiment One task, 

with each person representing the portion of the chart that she was able to draw. The 

objective of the task was relatively simple, so there were very few, if any, instances 

when a group member did not fully participate because of lack of understanding. 

Therefore, the only possible obstacle in the way of participating was if the tool 

interface was too complex. However, because the group members needed infonnation 

from each other, they tended to help each other understand how to use the tool more 

than the groups in Experiment Two. In Experiment Two, there was not as much need 

for everyone to participate, and some members participated only verbally. The net 

effect was to make the equality of drawing participation approximately the same for 

each type of group in Experiment One, but significantly different in Experiment Two. 

Consequently, Hypothesis 2a was supported only by the results of Experiment Two. 

6.3 Time 

Of all the dependent variables measured in these two experiments, the most 
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striking differences among groups were found in the amount of time it took to 

complete a task. In order to determine which groups were significantly different from 

each other, Scheffe's S method was employed. For Experiment One, it was found that 

all three mean times were different from each other, with whiteboard groups being the 

fastest, followed by sketching tool groups, with structured drawing tool groups being 

the slowest (p < .05). For Experiment Two, it was found only that structured 

drawing tool groups were slower than either whiteboard or sketching tool groups (p 

< .05). Taken together, the results of the two experiments suggest that using a 

whiteboard in place of a eDT may result in significantly reduced times to complete a 

task, particularly when compared to a structured drawing tool. There are a number of 

possible reasons for this. They can be divided into three categories: 1) impacts on the 

mechanics of drawing, 2) impacts on the amount and effectiveness of communication, 

and 3) mediating effects of mode use. 

6.3.1 Impacts on Mechanics of Drawing 

It has already been suggested that the structured drawing tool's interface was 

rather complex. Although no quantitative analysis was done on the topic, observations 

of the videotapes showed that even after twenty minutes of training, many subjects 

had difficulty in accomplishing what they desired with the tool. Post-session 

comments such as, "We would have been a lot faster with a pencil and paper" were 

common. Some of the more common difficulties in Experiment One had to do with 
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the appropriate sizing of boxes and the placement of lines. Because group members 

would sometimes work with the drawing space displayed at different scales, boxes 

drawn by a subject at, say, a two-to-one scale would appear very large to those 

working at a one-to-one scale. This could happen quite by accident, as a subject may 

not realize what scale she was working at. At other times, subjects would draw the 

boxes too small, and the text (which is automatically sized to fit in the box) would be 

illegible. Although altering the size of the boxes is a relatively simple task for a 

person familiar with the tool, subjects seemed to have difficulty in accomplishing this. 

Part of the problem was that the group may not realize what had occurred when they 

made the boxes too small, and would simply try drawing the box over and over, 

repeating the same mistake each time. It seems that until the subjects gained enough 

experience (which some never did), they could offer no explanations for why certain 

things had occurred with the tool, and therefore did not know how to correct their 

mistakes or to avoid them. This led to considerable extra effort, as boxes and text 

were created numerous times until they happened to get it right. 

Also, the placement of the boxes and the lines for the organization chart caused all 

groups, including the whiteboard groups, difficulty. As the group began to build the 

organization chart, they invariably placed names too close to each other, so that there 

was not enough room to add another name. Whiteboard groups handled this problem 

in a number of ways. Sometimes, they would simply write the name in an open area 

of the board, and then draw whatever line was necessary to connect the names. Other 
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times, they would write sideways, or very small, in order to fit a name in where it 

needed to go. Because the sketching tool was almost as flexible as the whiteboard in 

its use, groups using this technology many times resorted to the same solutions as 

whiteboard groups. Structured drawing tool groups, though, were more constrained in 

the flexibility of their drawing. 

When the organization chart became too crowded during structured drawing tool 

sessions, those groups usually had to begin moving names in order to make room for 

more. Although mechanically this was quite simple, it resulted in extra work. This is 

because typically, lines had already been drawn between the the names, and when the 

names were moved, the lines had to be moved also. Because it is impossible to draw 

curved lines with the tool, this meant that lines meant to join two names would 

sometimes pass through a third name, making the chart difficult to understand, and 

perhaps requiring even more movement of names. (For example solutions made with 

each type of tool, see Figures 4.2 and 4.3.) 

In Experiment Two, the network configuration task also provided challenges to the 

eDT users. Whiteboard groups would draw multiple configurations, and make marks 

on what they drew. For example, elimination of a telecommunication line would be 

illustrated by crossing the line out or erasing it. Structured drawing tool groups not 

only found the task of drawing the configurations more laborious, but also had 

difficulty in marking up their drawings. Whiteboard groups would also add up 

numbers (either network traffic or line costs) in close proximity to the configuration 
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they had sketched on the board. Because CDT users found it difficult to do math on 

the computer drawing surface, most of them used the paper and pencil supplied for 

that pUIpose. This meant that they had to look back and forth from the screen to the 

paper in order to determine the feasibility of different configurations. The information 

became fragmented between the paper and the computer, and the figures on a single 

piece of paper were not readily visible to all three participants. 

6.3.2 Impacts on Communication 

Drawing involves not only the creation of graphical artifacts, but also the 

communication that explains and utilizes the graphical artifact. As each of the 

experimental tasks required some communication, any impact the technology had on 

communication may also have impacted the amount of time it took the group to 

complete the task. Although CDTs do not directly impact verbal communications, 

there may still be an impact on what groups discuss during a CDT-supported meeting. 

It was observed that a fair number of comments made by the CDT groups were 

concerned with how to use the tool, and how to coordinate their efforts with the tool. 

CDT groups, particularly those using the structured drawing tool, tended to ask 

each other how to accomplish certain drawing or editing tasks with the tool. These 

kinds of questions were of course not heard in whiteboard groups. Also, CDT groups 

seemed to require more verbal communication to coordinate their drawing efforts than 

whiteboard groups. Although parallel and interactive activity was not as common 
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among whiteboard groups, when they did engage in these activities, it seemed easier 

for the groups to coordinate their activities. This is most likely because once someone 

started to draw on the whiteboard, the fact that they were drawing, and what they 

were drawing, were fairly obvious to the other group members. For eDT groups, 

group members had to announce when and what they were going to draw, as it may 

not be readily visible to the others. Once the announcement was made, clarification 

was sometimes necessary. 

This increased verbal communication among eDT group members took more time 

in absolute terms, and it also diverted their attention from working directly on the 

problem. Both of these factors may have then contributed to eDT groups taking 

longer to complete the tasks. 

In addition to changing the volume of verbal communication used to complete a 

task, eDT use may also impact the effectiveness of communication. Whiteboards 

allow group members to easily gesture towards drawn objects. These gestures 

provided an effective means for emphasizing a point, or for directing the group's 

attention. eDT groups also gestured towards objects, either by using the cursor 

(rarely), or by pointing directly at the screen. However, it appears that eDT groups 

generally used gesturing somewhat less than whiteboard groups. This may be because 

it was not possible for the subjects on either end to easily see what the other was 

gesturing towards. This reduction in nonverbal communication may very well have 

reduced the effectiveness of some communications, leading either to 



misunderstandings or the substitution of less efficient fonns of communication. For 

example, eDT group members were inclined to verbally describe portions of the 

drawing area, which is probably much more time consuming than simply pointing. 

6.3.3 Mediating Effects of Mode Use 
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eDT groups used the various modes of working in different proportions than did 

whiteboard groups. It is possible that some modes of working result in reaching a 

solution faster than other modes. Observations suggested that those groups working in 

the parallel mode tended to take longer to complete the task than did those groups that 

worked in either scribe or interactive modes more, regardless of the technology used. 

Of course, eDT groups utilized the parallel mode more than whiteboard groups, so 

there appears to be a relationship between technlogy, mode use, and time. 

The effect of mode use on the time to complete a task may depend on the 

characteristics of the task, as well as the technology used. In Experiment One, for 

example, some groups chose to work in parallel mode to begin with. After working 

for several minutes, they ended up with a number of discrete portions of the 

organization chart represented in the drawing space (either whiteboard or computer

based). For whiteboard groups, it was relatively easy to see how the different pieces 

of the organization chart fit together, as everything was visible at once. The group 

would then simply draw lines to connect the appropriate pieces of the organization 

chart, and then sometimes redraw the chart so that it was more legible. The fastest 



group to complete Experiment One was a whiteboard group that used this strategy. 

That group completed the task in under ten minutes. 
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CDT groups that started working in Experiment One in parallel mode encountered 

much more difficulty in completing the task. Each member typically drew his portion 

of the organization chart in an area (for structured drawing tools) or board (for 

sketching tools) separate from where others were working. When this parallel work 

was completed, it was very difficult to view all the pieces of the organization chart 

simultaneously, due to the size of the computer display. This made it very difficult for 

the group members to see how everything fit together. Even when they understood 

how the pieces fit, it was still difficult to bring them all together and make a complete 

organization chart. While a whiteboard group was able to complete the task for 

Experiment One in under ten minutes by using a parallel strategy to begin with, the 

group that took the longest (77 minutes) was a structured drawing tool group that also 

used that strategy. Therefore, one could conclude that the mode in which a group 

decided to work, combined with the particular technology used, had an impact on the 

amount of time it took to complete the task. 

In Experiment Two, parallel activity was of a different nature. In the network 

configuration task, all group members had the same infonnation. When group 

members worked in parallel, they typically each worked on a complete solution. After 

a period of time, they compared and discussed their solutions. This may have led to 

the creation of more alternative solutions than groups that worked more in scribe or 
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interactive modes created. This, in tum, may have led to longer completion times, 

because the group would have to evaluate more alternatives. Because eDT groups 

used the parallel mode more in Experiment Two than did whiteboard groups, the net 

result may have been an increase in the average completion time for eDT groups. 

In addition to the problem of converging the infonnation in Experiment One, and 

the possibility of an increased number of alternatives in Experiment Two, other 

factors related to parallel mode use may have impacted completion times. In 

Experiment One, some groups engaged in useless parallel activity. Several groups, 

including three whiteboard groups, decided to begin the task by listing all of the 

names of the people they had infonnation for. These were simply linear lists, with no 

relationships depicted. In all cases, the groups realized that this was not a useful 

strategy, and abandoned it after several minutes. However, it was coded as parallel 

activity, and it did result in lengthened completion times. For both experiments, it 

was also noted that parallel activity allowed individuals to work on incorrect 

assumptions about the problem, with no correcting feedback from the other group 

members. For example, subjects in Experiment Two would occasionally 

misunderstand how to solve the problem, and work for several minutes without 

producing a valid solution. This was more likely to happen with eDT groups, as it 

was more difficult for group members to see what o~hers were doing and offer them 

help. 

Whiteboard groups finished their respective task faster than eDT groups, and 
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whiteboard groups also utilized the scribe mode more. It is conceivable that the scribe 

mode was simply the most expeditious way of completing the two experimental tasks. 

Observations of the groups suggested that there may be benefits to a group using the 

scribe mode. One possible benefit was that there was no convergence problem in 

Experiment One when the scribe mode was used. This was particularly relevant to 

CDT groups, as they generally had a harder time fitting all of the pieces together. 

The benefits of having multiple people draw simultaneously may simply have been 

outweighed by the difficulties in bringing all of the information back together. 

6.3.4 Quantitative Analysis of Factors 

It is suggested above that three types of factors may result in lengthened 

completion times for CDT groups: 1) direct impacts because the mechanics of 

drawing take longer with CDTs, 2) CDTs' impacts on the amount and effectiveness of 

communication, and 3) mediating effects of mode use. Anecdotal evidence has been 

presented for each of these. The following presents statistical analyses related to their 

quantifiable impacts. 

6.3.4.1 Statistical Analysis of Mechanics of Drawing Effects 

In order to determine if the mechanics of drawing with each technology was a 

factor in determining task completion times, data from the "extra" subjects who 

participated in the experiments as individuals were analyzed. Because there was no 
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communication taking place when the subjects worked alone, the second and third 

possible reasons for completion time differences (impacts on communication and 

mediating effects of mode use) were in effect eliminated by considering these 

sUbjects. Table 6.1 shows the results of an ANOV A comparing individual completion 

times by the technology that was used. 

Whiteboard Structured Sketching F-value 
Draw Tool Tool 

Experiment Time 22.909 43.000 31.222 12.469** 
One (2,44) (minutes) (10.193) (12.160) (9.104) 

Experiment 26.687 35.833 31.813 1.214 
Two (2,37) (11.194) (17.566) (13.570) 

As can be seen in the table, the completion times were significantly different for 

Experiment One, but not for Experiment Two. One possible reason for this is that the 

network configuration task for Experiment Two generally required much less drawing 

than did the task for Experiment One. Therefore, because the subjects did not spend 

as much time drawing in Experiment Two as in Experiment One, there was less 

opportunity for the mechanics of drawing to impact the completion time. 

The significant difference in individual completion times found in Experiment One 

suggests that the different technologies can directly impact some task completion times 

simpy because the mechanics of drawing take longer with some technologies. 
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Specifically, Scheffe's S method showed that when using the structured drawing tool, 

individuals were slower than either whiteboard or sketching tool users (p < .05). 

6.3.4.2 Statistical Analysis of Communication Effects 

The impact of CDTs on communication, and the resultant effects on task 

completion times, cannot be as easily quantified as can the direct impacts of the 

technology. The effectiveness of communication is a particularly difficult construct to 

measure. However, the quantity of verbal communication can be obtained from the 

data gathered in both experiments. Although no direct count was made of verbal 

communications (eg. number of comments, number of words spoken, etc.), a 

surrogate measure is available. For every fIfteen second interval, the verbal activity 

for each individual was recorded. Although it was simply noted whether a subject 

spoke or not during each interval, and not how much was spoken, the relatively short 

time interval provided a reasonable measure for the amount of verbal activity of each 

group member. By summing the total number of time intervals that each person spoke 

into a group total, a group measure for verbal activity was derived. Table 6.2 shows 

the results of an ANDV A comparing the group verbalization counts by technology 

type. 
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Whiteboard Structured Sketching F-value 
Draw Tool Tool 

Experiment Verbal 89.636 210.000 194.583 12.543** 
One (2,34) Activity (32.126) (87.684) (51.387) 

Experiment Verbal 133.500 195.400 117.727 4.772* 
Two (2,32) Activity (48.827) (88.479) (36.694) 

Table 6.2: ANOV A results for verbal activIty 
(tp < .10; * p < .05; ** P < .01) 

For Experiment One, Scheffe's S method showed that whiteboard groups had less 

verbal activity than either structured drawing tool or sketching tool groups (p < .05). 

Therefore, it does appear as if there was a larger volume of verbal communication 

taking place in eDT groups during Experiment One. The coding scheme that was 

used, though, does not allow us to determine what was said. It may be that the eDT 

groups had higher levels of involvement in the task, that they communicated less 

efficiently, or that some of their communication was concerned with how to use the 

tools. 

For Experiment Two, Scheffe's S method showed the sketching tool groups to have 

less verbal activity than structured drawing tool groups at the .05 significance level. 

Using the more powerful Duncan's multiple range test, whiteboard and sketching tool 

groups were found to have less verbal activity than structured drawing tool groups at 

the .10 significance level. These results obviously differ from the results of 

Experiment One, in which both types of eDT groups had more verbal activity than 
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the whiteboard groups. The results of Experiment Two may be explained by the fact 

that sketching tool groups had the highest level of parallel activity in Experiment 

Two. Parallel activity, by defInition, does not include verbal communication. 

Taking the data from both experiments together, it appears that structured drawing 

tool groups have higher levels of verbal activity than whiteboard groups, regardless of 

which task they were working on. Sketching tool groups, though, do not necessarily 

communicate more. Sketching tool groups seemed to have a much easier time using 

the tool than structured drawing tool groups. It may be that the extra communication 

experienced in structured drawing tool groups is attributable to discussions on how to 

use the tool, or to coordinate their activities while using the tool. 

6.3.4.3 Statistical Analyis of Mode Use Effects 

Tables 5.1, 5.2, and 5.3 presented in Chapter 5 showed that there are differences 

in mode use attributable to different technologies. It is possible that some work modes 

are more efficient than others. Because there is a correlation between technology type 

and mode use, at least some of the differences in task completion time may result 

from the relative effectiveness of different work modes. In addition, there may be 

interactions between the type of technology and the relative effectiveness of the 

different modes. For example, whiteboards may work best when used in scribe mode, 

while sketching tools work best when used in parallel. 

In order to understand the relationship between mode use and completion time, 
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correlation coefficients were derived for these two variables. Specifically, separate 

correlations were derived for each technology type. This not only controls for 

technology type, but also allows one to investigate the relationships between a specific 

type of technology, mode use, and completion time. In addition, a regression was run 

for each technology type, utilizing the proportion of each mode use as the independent 

variables. The following table shows the correlations between each of the modes and 

the completion times for each technology, as well as the adjusted R2 and the F-

statistic for the regression equation. 

Scribe Parallel Interact Adj. Reg. 
Mode Mode Mode R2 F 

Experiment Whiteboard -.398 .600 -.325 .46 5.24* 
One Completion p=.113 p=.025 p=.165 

Time 

Structured -.050 .228 -.235 -.14 .335 
Draw Tool p=.439 p=.238 p=.231 
Comp Time 

Sketching .431 .381 -.531 .13 1.80 
Tool Comp p=.081 p=.I11 p=.038 
Time 

Experiment Whiteboard -.650 .792 .418 .54 7.59* 
Two Completion p=.Ol1 p=.OOl p=.088 

Time 

Structured -.008 -.024 .034 -.28 .007 
Draw Tool p=.491 p=.473 p=.462 
Comp Time 

Sketching -.714 .619 .412 .39 4.16t 
Tool Comp p=.007 p=.021 p=.104 
Time 

Table 6.3: CorrelatIOn coeffICIents and regreSSIon StatiStICS for each technology type. 
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In Experiment One, the completion times for groups using whiteboards were 

significantly correlated with mode use. However, mode use was not a significant 

predictor for completion times for CDT groups. For whiteboard groups in Experiment 

One, the more the group used the parallel mode, the longer it took for them to fInish 

the task. Conversely, the more they used the scribe and interactive modes, the less 

time it took whiteboard groups to complete the task. It was suggested above that some 

technologies might be more effective if used in a particular mode. Two of the 

individual correlation coefficients (scribe mode and interactive mode) for sketching 

tool groups are significant, and scribe mode use is correlated in the opposite direction 

from the correlation for whiteboard groups. This hints at the possibility that there may 

be an interaction between scribe mode use, technology, and completion times for this 

diagramming task. Unfortunately, though, the lack of overall regression signifIcance 

for CDT groups makes it impossible to determine if some modes are more effective 

with particular CDTs, given a diagramming task. 

In Experiment Two, completion times for structured drawing tool groups were not 

correlated with mode use (same results as in Experiment One). However, both 

whiteboard group and sketching tool group completion times were significantly 

correlated with mode use. More importantly, the correlations for whiteboard groups 

and sketching tool groups were directionally consistent with each other. As with 

whiteboard groups in Experiment One, parallel mode use was correlated with longer 

completion times, and scribe mode use was correlated with shorter completion times. 
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The directional consistency of correlations for both whiteboard and sketching tool 

groups suggests that at least for illustrative drawing tasks, there is no strong 

interaction between the technology and the effect of a particular mode on completion 

times. In Experiment Two, the more scribe mode is used, the less time it takes to 

complete the task, regardless of the technology. Parallel and interactive mode use are 

correlated with longer completion times, regardless of whether a whiteboard or a 

sketching tool is used. This is an interesting fmding, as one could expect the parallel 

mode to be more efficient for this task, especially for sketching tool groups. 

Contrary to the results of Experiment One, interactive mode use was correlated 

with longer completion times for both whiteboard groups and sketching tool groups. 

In Experiment One, it was necessary for group members to share information in order 

to complete the organization chart. It is likely that an efficient way of sharing the 

information would be through a combination of drawing and speaking, which would 

be coded as interactive drawing. Those groups that attempted to share information 

primarily through drawing (coded as parallel activity), with little verbal 

communications, could easily have taken longer to complete the task. Therefore, the 

negative correlation between interactive mode use and time is understandable for 

Experiment One. 

The positive correlation between interactive mode use and completion times found 

in Experiment Two is more difficult to explain. One possible explanation is that both 

parallel and interactive modes use are possible indications of higher levels of 
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participation, or more equal participation. These higher levels of participation may 

result in the group generating more possible solution alternatives, which then need to 

be discussed and evaluated. This discussion and evaluation may have been coded as 

interactive work, particularly if the group members were marking up the solutions as 

they discussed them. 

6.4 Interpretations and Summary 

CDTs, when used for the tasks required in these experiments, appear to have a 

relatively strong impact on both group processes and outcomes. CDTs encouraged the 

use of parallel activity, even though this type of activity resulted in lengthened 

completion times. Previous research has noted that, in general, groups do not spend 

much time discussing strategies for completing a task, but rather begin working on 

solutions right away (Hackman and Morris, 1975). It has also been found that 

technology-mediated groups spend even less time planning work strategy than 

unmediated groups planning work strategy (McGrath, 1990). This study suggests that 

CDT use may also strengthen this tendency to avoid strategy discussions, with groups 

often adopting a parallel strategy. If this is the case, then CDT groups may very well 

begin working with an ineffective strategy for the task. This would then be 

compounded by the tendency of CDT groups to go long periods without any 

communication between members, so that strategy discussions are less likely to occur, 

even after the group has begun working. 
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Regardless of the technology used, the scribe mode was most strongly correlated 

with shorter completion times. When discussing mode use in this way, however, it is 

easy to forget that most groups used a mix of modes to complete the task. Perhaps 

rather than a single mode being preferable to all other modes of work, there are 

certain combinations of working modes that will work best for certain tasks. There 

may even be temporal patterns of mode use that are more effective than others. It has 

been suggested that group performance depends, to a large degree, on the ability and 

willingness of the group to switch strategies as the need arises (Shiflett, 1972). If this 

is the case, then simply studying the relationship of mode use and completion times, 

without taking into account how the technology enables (or discourages) the different 

modes to be used in combination, will not bring researchers any closer to 

understanding how effective groups work. More importantly, the temporal patterns of 

mode use may differ, depending on the technology being used. 

In addition to impacts on mode use, CDTs also impacted the roles that individuals 

played in the group process. When a single scribe was used for most of the task, the 

group's choice of a scribe seemed to differ, depending on the technology being used. 

Whiteboard scribes tended to be more outspoken, and operated in a leadership role. 

Structured drawing tool scribes often assumed the role because of their ability to use 

the tool, and played less of a leadership role. However, having the ability to 

determine what actually was represented on the drawing surface may have an 

empowering effect tor the scribe in that situation. 
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In addition to the impact on mode use and scribe roles, the CDTs themselves also 

directly affected the amount of time it took groups to fInish a task. Use of the CDTs 

for drawing seemed to take at least a fair amount of cognitive and mechanical effort 

on the part of the subjects. People are extremely familiar with using conventional 

drawing technologies, and some people seem to use drawing as a way to actually help 

them think. Sketches may serve as an extension to their memory, or as a way to 

represent solution steps in a problem-solving process. In short, when people take a 

pen in hand, they do not have to think about how to use it; they can devote all of 

their effort to the problem, and the pen serves as a tool to help solve that problem. 

On the other hand, CDT users seemed to break the experimental tasks into two 

separate problems. One problem was how to come up with a solution for the problem 

as stated. The other problem was how to use the tool to represent the solution. 

Because CDT groups were in effect presented with two problems, they had to 

communicate about both problems. This led to higher levels of communication in the 

CDT groups than in the whiteboard groups, as the members discussed how to use the 

tool and coordinate their activities. These conversations were not as necessary for 

whiteboard groups, as participants were familiar with the technology. Also, drawing 

coordination was accomplished more implicitly, because it was more obvious to the 

whiteboard group what an individual's intentions were. 

Drawing participation was generally more equal for CDT groups. Potentially, this 

more equal participation can have postive effecls on solution quality, as well as 
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outcomes not measured in this study, such as greater group consensus and increased 

satisfaction in both the process and the solution. 

Although CDTs in general led to more equal drawing participation, in some cases 

they may have actually reduced the participation of some individuals. In Experiment 

Two, structured drawing tool groups not only had to solve a relatively difficult 

problem, but they also had to overcome a complex tool interface that did not fit the 

requirements of the task well. For some individuals, this simply required more effort 

than they were willing to expend. In addition, because the tool made it relatively 

difficult to see what others were doing, the fact that they were no longer participating 

was not always evident to the other group members. Therefore, it is possible that the 

CDT led to an increase in "free-riding," where a group member allowed the others in 

the group to do all of the work. 

In summary, CDTs encourage parallel and interactive modes of work, increase the 

equality of drawing participation, do not adversely affect the quality of solutions, and 

lengthen the amount of time it takes to complete a task. Of these factors, only task 

completion times have negative implications for CDT use. However, some of the 

increase in time can be attributed to the increase in parallel and interactive modes of 

work, which appear to be less efficient than scribe work for the two experimental 

tasks. By providing some structure to the group process so that work modes are used 

more optimally, this effect might be alleviated. The structure could be provided either 

by the tool, or through a human facilitator. 
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Nevertheless, the CDTs, as used in the experiments, had a direct, negative impact 

on task completion times. Apparently, people are not as efficient at drawing on a 

computer screen with a mouse as they are at using a marker on a whiteboard. It must 

be noted, though, that the subjects in the experiments typically did not have extensive 

experience with using a mouse interface, and no experience with the specific tools. It 

is likely that people would get considerably more efficient with experience, with the 

resultant task completion times being considerably faster for experienced CDT users. 
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7.0 CONCLUSION 

This research set out to answer the question: How do collaborative drawing tools 

impact the process and outcomes of drawing in a group meeting? The research 

presented in the previous chapters shows that along the dimensions measured, 

significant differences exist between group meetings held using a whiteboard and 

group meetings held using a CDT. Although it is yet too early to formulate a 

comprehensive theory of collaborative drawing, the research model presented in 

Chapter 3 proved to be a useful source for determining variables of interest. The 

research design, which utilized two different CDTs and a different task in each of the 

two experiments, was derived from the model. Because more than one CDT and one 

task were included in the research, it was learned that not all CDTs and all drawing 

tasks result in the same effects. Section 7.1 discusses the fmdings of this research in 

tenus of what the implications are for other researchers interested in this area, as well 

as the limitations of this research. 

There are, of course, many factors, some of which were defmed in the research 

model, that were not explored as part of this research. Section 7.2 discusses these and 

other issues for future research. Section 7.3 concludes with a summary of the 

contributions of this research. 
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7.1 Implications and Limitations of the Research 

Perhaps one of the more important lessons learned from this research is that COTs 

are not all the same in their impact on a group. Sketching tools and structured 

drawing tools differed in their effect on mode use, participation, and completion 

times. Although it appears as if the complexity of the interface was a source of some 

of these differences, it is difficult to tell exactly what the precise causes were. 

Therefore, researchers should fully acknowledge the specific features of any tool they 

conduct research on. If researchers only describe a particular tool in very general 

terms, it will be difficult to fmd common truths applicable to this type of CSCW 

research, as patterns will be obscured by the effects of particular (unspecified) tool 

features. 

The coding scheme used in this research, while objective and relatively fme

grained in its analysis, did not adequately account for some important issues. Because 

the coding scheme did not capture what was said, there was no way to differentiate 

between task-oriented, process-oriented, tool-oriented, or socially-oriented comments. 

A coding scheme that captured these differences would allow researchers to better 

understand how communication is affected by COT use. 

One of the more interesting fmdings of this study is that COTs seem to encourage 

group members to work separately, with long periods where no verbal communication 

takes place. COTs are designed to provide an alternate channel for some non-verbal 

(drawing) communication, but they seem to also impact the nature of oral 
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communication. The existing literature concerned with the impact of technology 

(primarily GSS) on group work does not offer a ready explanation for why this may 

occur, as it has not been reported in previous studies. However, this may be because 

most GSS technology explicitly alters at least some verbal communications, so that 

impacts on oral communications and interactions among group members are not only 

expected, but desired. However, the fmding in this study implies that having group 

members work at separate workstations may in itself have an isolating effect on the 

group members, regardless of whether verbal communications are being explicitly 

manipulated or not. 

From observations of how the groups pointed at each other's screens during the 

experiments, as well as how groups communicated during the pilot experiments (when 

they could not see each other's screens), it is apparent that group member proximity 

is an important issue in how the groups interact. Even placing CDT groups in a 

circle, rather than in a straight line, may impact how the group works together. 

Researchers need to be aware that relatively small details such as these may have a 

significant impact on the results of a given study. 

The subjects used in this study typically did not know each other. In a real 

organization, group members are much more likely to know each other, and the group 

itself may have a long history. Therefore, a limitation of this study is that the groups 

used as subjects may not accurately reflect the types of groups that typically engage in 

collaborative drawing in a true field setting. Whether CDTs would similarly impact 
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both groups whose members know each other well and ad-hoc groups of relative 

strangers is not at all clear. Researchers might be able increase the similarity between 

experimental groups and real-life groups by having experimental groups engage in a 

"warm-up task" that lets the subjects work together and begin to overcome the feeling 

that they are all strangers. 

Although this research primarily investigated the efficacy of replacing 

conventional drawing technologies with CDTs, this study only considers part of how 

technology can be used in cooperative work. Other research projects, most notably 

the work at Xerox PARC and Stanford University, are concerned with how 

technology can be used to support a public work area and organize group activity 

(Lakin, 1990; Steftk, et al., 1987). These projects combine technology support for 

collaborative drawing with techniques and tools for the group organization of ideas. 

Perhaps rather than simply considering computer technolgy as a possible replacement 

for conventional drawing technology, the ability of computers to assist in the 

organization and manipulation of large amounts of infornlation should be targeted for 

inclusion in the functions of a CDT. 

7.2 Future Research 

The research model presented in Chapter 3 provides numerous issues for future 

research, and not all possible variables of interest will be covered. However, several 

issues are important enough to deserve discussion here. One of these is the 
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exploration of CDT use with larger groups. CDTs provide the ability for many people 

to simultaneously access the same drawing space. Although interactive and scribe 

drawing require verbal communication, which may preclude some members of a large 

group from using one of these modes for drawing, parallel work does not require 

verbal communication. Consequently, if a task is well suited to parallel activity, a 

large group may find a CDT to be very beneficial to completing such a task. CDT 

users should be aware, however, that the effort of re-integrating or discussing the 

individual efforts may increase the total completion time for the task. 

Another important issue deserving study is the use of CDTs for distributed 

groups. By supplementing a CDT with a teleconferencing facility, groups could share 

drawings without having to meet in the same room. Sketching tools might be 

particularly useful for spur-of-the-moment meetings between a small number of 

individuals. For example, members of a project team may need to quickly discuss an 

issue, and providing a shared drawing space they can use without traveling to another 

location may reap substantial benefits in productivity. 

The ability of CDTs to make it easier for groups to work in the interactive or 

parallel modes provides the group with additional options on how to complete a task. 

The best way to allocate the group's time to each of these modes of work is not 

always clear to the group, though. A person experienced with the technology and 

group interactions may be able to greatly increase the productivity of the group. 

Experienced meeting facilitators could probably enhance the performance of 
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collaborative drawing groups using any type of technology. However, as stated above, 

CDTs provide more options for organizing group work. An issue for study would be 

to determine how meeting facilitators might be used to positively impact the use of 

CDTs in a group meeting. 

The fact that CDTs contributed to increased task completion times has negative 

implications for CDT use. However, one must keep in mind that there are other, 

perhaps more important, outcomes of a group meeting. Group consensus and member 

satisfaction with the product and the process are a few of these. Although not 

considered in this study, any overall evaluation of a given CDT's effectiveness needs 

to consider issues such as these in order to present a more complete picture of the 

impacts of CDT use. 

CDTs have the capability to do things not possible with conventional technology. 

For example, a structured drawing tool can create a diagram of high aesthetic quality, 

which may be important to some meetings. In addition, a structured drawing tool may 

have the capability to attach meaning to a graphical representation. For example, a 

structured drawing tool may be able to check the "correctness," at least from a 

syntactic perspective, of a data flow diagram or flowchart. This could greatly increase 

the productivity of some group drawing activities. Some CDTs can capture, in 

chronological order, all that was drawn in the drawing space, and then "replay" it at a 

later time. Even without that capability, CDTs automatically capture at least the end 

result of the drawing activity, which can then be added to and changed in later 
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sessions. 

Each of these capabilities increases the usefulness of the drawing activity outside 

the context of the original meeting. Even if it takes slightly longer to complete a task 

with a CDT, groups may fmd it advantageous to use the tools so that they can reap 

the benefits of the tool after its initial use. It may be that the tools are most useful 

when they are woven into both the individual and group work of members of an 

organization. These types of issues are important matters for future research. In order 

to effectively investigate these topics, laboratory experiments alone will not suffice. 

CDTs will have to be studied in field settings as well. 

The CDTs used in these experiments were configured so that the group had three 

displays to work with; one for each group member. However, it is possible to 

configure the tools so that a large, projected display could also be made available to 

the group. Such a configuration might fruitfully employ the capability of a large 

display to focus everyone's attention, while still maintaining the capability of 

supporting simultaneous drawing by multiple participants. Such variances in 

configurations such as this might prove a useful area of research. 

7.3 Summary and Conclusions 

This research set out to determine what the impacts are of collaborative drawing 

tools on group processes and outcomes. By including conventional whiteboard 

technology, baseline measures of group processes and outcomes were captured and 
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In addition to what was learned about CDTs' impacts on mode use, equality of 

participation, task completion times, and solution quality, tlris research is important 

because it lends insight to several other issues of importance to tlIis type of CSCW 

research. The differences found between sketching tools and structured drawing tools 

strongly suggest that the complexity of a tool's interface can greatly impact the 

process and outcomes associated with using that tool. At least for novice users, the 

farther a tool's interface design moves from the familiar direct-drawing mechanism of 

a pen and paper, the more it seems to draw cognitive and mechanical resources away 

from the problem at hand. This effect may subside with extensive use of the tool, as 

working with the tool becomes "second nature." However, unless a tool becomes 

integrated into an individual's normal work, it may never reach that critical point of 

familiarity. In that case, simplicity of interface may be preferable to high 

functionality. 

Another issue uncovered in this research is the importance of the relationslIip 

between the task and the technology. CDTs seem to encourage interactive and parallel 

activity. If a task involves a large group creating a number of alternatives, CDTs may 

be preferable to wlIiteboards or paper. Paper provides a medium in which parallel 

work is easy, but sharing what was drawn with a large group is difficult. Whiteboards 

make sharing easy, but they also make parallel activity difficult for a large group. 
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CDTs have the advantage of supporting parallel work and allowing participants to 

easily share their work. However, if the group's task requires that everyone work 

together on a single, non-partitionable task, then this places different requirements on 

a tool than parallel activity. In many cases, a group may work most effectively in 

scribe mode in these situations. A CDT configured with a large public screen, or 

simply a whiteboard, may be preferable for these types of tasks. 

This research is an important early step in studying group drawing, an aspect of 

collaborative work that has not received much research attention. Several variables of 

interest to this type of research were distinguished, along with ways to measure them. 

This study identified mode use as a valuable, measurable way of characterizing the 

group process of collaborative drawing meetings. Mode use not only differed 

depending on the task and technology used, but also impacted the time it took a group 

to complete a task. Although not specifically considered in the experiments, other 

variables of interest to collaborative drawing were identified in the research model 

presented in Chapter 3, including particular technology, group, and task 

characteristics. 

Finally, this study provides needed empirical information related to collaborative 

drawing tools and their effects on group meetings. Additional research is needed to 

further investigate some of the issues surfaced here. Tool development, laboratory 

experiments, and field studies can all be productive means of further understanding 

collaborative drawing, and the ways in which it might be better supported. 
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APPENDIX A 



Pre-questionnaire 

Group # ______ _ Member # 

1. My current age is: __ _ 

2.Iam: 

female ---
male ---

3. How well do you know the other people in your group: 

a. Member 1 
I'm Member 1 
Not at all 
A little 

__ Pretty well 
__ We know each other very well 

b. Member 2 
I'm Member 2 
Not at all 
A little 

__ Pretty well 
__ We know each other very well 

c. Member 3 
I'm Member 3 
Not at all 
A little 

__ Pretty well 
__ We know each other very well 
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------

4. How many times have you used computer terminals or personal computers for any 
type of application (work or leisure)? 

Never 
Once or twice 
Three to ten times 
More than ten times 
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5. How many times have you used a computer application that made use of a pointing 
device such as a mouse or stylus (light pen)? 

Never 
Once or twice 
Three to ten times 
More than ten times 

6. How many times have you used a computer-based drawing package, such as 
MacDraw, MacPaint, Paintbrush, or some similar package? 

Never 
Once or twice 
Three to ten times 
More than ten times 

For the following items, please circle the number that corresponds most with how you 
feel about each statement. 

7. Generally, I am comfortable while participating in meetings. 

Strongly 
Disagree 

1 2 

NeutraV 
Undecided 

3 4 5 

Strongly 
Agree 

6 7 

8. I feel that I control computers rather than computers controlling me. 

Strongly 
Disagree 

1 2 

NeutraV 
Undecided 

3 4 

9. I like to work alone. 

5 

Strongly 
Agree 

6 7 



Strongly 
Disagree 

1 2 

Neutrall 
Undecided 

3 4 5 

Strongly 
Agree 

6 7 

10. I don't care what other people say, computers are not for me. 

Strongly 
Disagree 

1 2 

Neutral/ 
Undecided 

3 4 5 

11. I like to participate in meetings. 

Strongly 
Disagree 

1 2 

Neutral! 
Undecided 

3 4 5 

Strongly 
Agree 

6 7 

Strongly 
Agree 

6 7 

12. Usually, I can exert influence on what gets done in a group meeting. 

Strongly Neutral! Strongly 
Disagree Undecided Agree 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

13. I enjoy meetings. 

Strongly Neutral! Strongly 
Disagree Undecided Agree 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

14. I would use computers even if it was not expected of me. 
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Strongly 
Disagree 

I 2 

Neutral! 
Undecided 

3 4 5 

Strongly 
Agree 

6 7 

15. I am reluctant to talk in meetings (express opinions, share information, ask or 
respond to questions). 

Strongly 
Disagree 

1 2 

Neutral! 
Undecided 

3 4 5 

Strongly 
Agree 

6 7 
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Network Design 

The Super Widget Company uses electronic mail extensively between its four main plant 
locations. Lately, their telecommunications network has not been able to handle the 
traffic placed on it - some of the messages take much too long to get to their destination. 
You are to help design a new telecommunication network that will better support the 
electronic mail traffic. Luckily, you don't need to know very much about 
telecommunications in order to do that - what is required of you is only some simple 
calculations and common sense. 

Below are three matrices. The first one, TRAFFIC, tells you how many mail messages 
are sent between each of the four plant locations every minute. For example, in order to 
fmd out how many messages are sent between LA and Chicago, you simply fmd the 
intersection of the column labeled "LA" with the row labeled "CIn", and you can tell 
that there are 10 mail messages sent between those locations every minute. 

There are two types of telecommunication lines that can be leased from the phone 
company - A-UNES and B-UNES. A-UNES can carry 50 mail messages per minute, 
while B-UNES can carry 20 messages per minute. Of course, A-UNES cost more than 
B-UNES. In order to fmd out exactly how much each type of line costs between each 
location, you can refer to the "A-UNE" and "B-UNE" matrices below. For example, 
it costs $105/month to lease an A-UNE from Phoenix to New York, while it costs only 
$50/month for a B-UNE. 

Your task is to come up with a network design that will handle the required network 
traffic at a minimal cost. There are many ways in which this can be done. The most 
straightforward approach would be to simply lease a line of sufficient capacity between 
each of the locations. However, not all locations have to be directly connected to each 
other. For example, all traffic to one city may be routed through another city. This 
allows you to reduce the total number of lines that must be leased. However, you must 
remember that the lines must be able to handle the traffic that will be placed on them, 
and when lines are combined in this way, you may need to use an A-UNE to support 
the required traffic. Your task is to determine the most cost-effective mix of A-UNES 
and B-UNES required to support the required traffic on the network. 

REMEMBER: A-UNES support 50 messages/minute 
B-UNES support 20 messages/minute 
Traffic between two locations may not be split up over several routes - there 
should only be one path that any given message can travel. 
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TRAFFIC (msgs/minute) 

PHX I LA I NY I CHI I 
PHX 0 25 15 25 

LA 25 0 20 10 

NY 15 20 0 15 

CHI 25 10 15 0 

A-LINE COST (50 msgs/minute) 

PHX I LA I NY I CHI I 
PHX 0 30 105 75 

LA 30 0 150 90 

NY 105 150 0 40 

CHI 75 90 40 0 

B-LINE COST (20 msgs/minute) 

PHX I LA I NY I CHI I 
PHX 0 15 50 40 

LA 15 0 75 55 

NY 50 75 0 25 

CHI 40 55 25 0 
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